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Abstract
CHATting Online: An Ethnographic Case Study of Educator Discourse on Social Media
By
Lindsay J. Russell
Dr. Christine Clark, Committee Chair
Professor of Teaching and Learning
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This study sought to examine the online discussions of teachers located in the
Southwestern area of the United States regarding social justice issues on social media.
Specifically, it looked to discover how educators in this region are attempting to assert agency
when faced with socially inequitable situations. Teachers in this region are hired as public
employees in a state that penalizes public workers for exhibiting opinions (SRS § 288.260,
1969).
The study utilized Cultural Historical Activity Theory along with Critical
Multiculturalism to demonstrate that our present actions are culturally and historically situated
while illuminating hegemonic forces. The study found that while teachers are discussing social
issues of race, immigration, gender, and identity in the classroom, they were contributing to “thin
multiculturalism” (Habermas, in Baumeister, 2003, p. 741). Additionally, teachers in Sierra feel
that they are not being financially compensated enough. Ethnographic case study was employed,
through interviews and discourse analysis, to show how online teacher engagement in the
southwest region of the United States is a form of sub-culture operating within the grander
scheme of neoliberalism.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Research Study
This chapter discusses the rationale for the research study. This study examines teachers
in Sierra (the name of the state has been changed to protect the educators in the study) interacting
on Facebook. Teachers utilize social media to collaborate and to deliver curriculum to students,
but there has been little study of how teachers are interacting with one another online
(Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Dreon, Kerper, & Landis, 2011; Lu & Jeng, 2006). This
chapter will explain the personal connection to the research study, outline the problem statement,
pose the research questions, and provide a brief overview of the relevant literature and
methodology.
Personal Connection to the Research Study
I am a product of the digital age. I grew up having the Internet at my fingertips, knowing
information could be retrieved at any moment. The noise of the computer modem squealing as it
dialed into America Online is a sound that is nostalgic of my adolescence. With a few clicks of
the computer mouse, I was able to connect with people all over the globe. Although, at 14 years
of age, my main concern was discussing the Backstreet Boys’ latest album or Leonardo
DiCaprio’s hairstyle that month. But this ability to reach out and have discussions with people
from around the world opened so many collaborative possibilities because I was able to join into
chat rooms with people who held similar interests to my own, by searching for chat rooms or
websites that contained topics of interest. Fast forward to my college years and the opening of
Facebook to university students. Suddenly, I was able to keep in better contact with existing
friends, and make new friends, on a platform intended for such connections.
As I progressed through my career and education, my interests in aspects of social justice
grew, specifically, how people connect with others to enact agency. Daily lunches with fellow
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teachers about important issues at our school became a staple of our school culture. We saw that,
as teachers, we were often disgruntled by situations affecting our students, by policies that
affected us as teachers, and by the constant amount of paperwork we were required to complete.
We talked about students being placed in the Spanish language program simply because their
surname indicated Latinx heritage, even though they had not elected to take that course. We
discussed discipline issues of students and how we noticed that students of color were being
treated more harshly. Yet, even though these discussions often took up the majority of lunchtime,
we felt there was little we could do to change the nature of our school environment. We believed
were at the mercy of our supervisors. State legislation made it illegal for us to strike to demand
changes; we were unable to publicly express an opinion that might call attention to ourselves, for
fear that it would lead to an unfavorable evaluation, or worse, the loss of our jobs.
As social media increasingly became a major feature of popular culture, groups began to
develop online. People formed “digital communities” where they could share information about
an idea or topic, ranging from a popular band to parents whose children had the same illness
(Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma, Robison, & Weigel, 2006). Beginning in 1997, we began to
gather online for support, ideas, and collaboration (Hendricks, 2013). Users started using these
spaces to share photos and find like-minded individuals to share in discourse. Similarly, teachers
also began to establish online groups to discuss education, educational issues, and share
curriculum. In 2011, I joined one group that began in order to discuss ways of bringing social
justice into the classroom covertly, by discussing cultural values and by having students “rewrite” the textbook to include alternative histories to the dominant narratives. My engagement
with this group emboldened me to begin to dismantle the hegemonic narrative in my own
classroom; it was a small move in the grand scheme of education, but it would affect the students
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with whom I had direct contact. Thus, began my interest in how we engage with one another
online around social justice issues.
Problem Statement and Background
Teachers face many challenges when teaching in the classroom. They must navigate the
implementation of curriculum, assessments, and classroom management. On top of those tasks,
they must navigate the socio-political structures at play when being observed for evaluations.
They must be culturally responsive, socially aware, and open to hearing alternative points of
view (Gay, 2018; Ladson-Billings, 1995).
For some educators, this awareness brings about the desire to speak out regarding
injustices they observe (Baltodano, 2015; Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; FaschingVarner, 2009). Unfortunately, for teachers in Sierra, speaking out can lead to severe
consequences (Joecks, 2019). Teachers can be formally reprimanded for discussing certain social
justice issues in the workplace, making it difficult to transfer to other positions in the district
(Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016). Additionally, causes that carry more social risks e.g.
speaking about Black Lives Matter can put educators in a precarious situation with their careers
(Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Sannino, 2010). In the state of Sierra, educators taking
action to show their displeasure over salary or work conditions can lose their jobs for going on
strike (SRS § 288.230, 1969). The threat of reprimand or other disciplinary action limits the
types of speech in which teachers can participate, not only infringing on their first amendment
rights, but enabling longevity for corrosive injustices (Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016;
Sannino, 2010). In seeking for an outlet for expression, teachers have relocated to the online
space to voice their frustrations with education.
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Purpose of the Research Study
The purpose of this research study was to discover how teachers in Sierra are engaging
on Facebook regarding the intersection of social justice and education, while operating within a
predominantly neoliberal education system. Sierra presented an interesting landscape in which to
study the issue public teachers attempting to enact agency in regards to salaries and school
conditions. Additionally, due to the diverse student population, homogenous teaching pool, and
restrictive collective bargaining legislation, Sierra serves as a prime example of an education
system in need of change (Riddle et al., 2017; Segall & Garrett, 2013).
The online component of the study was meant to highlight that technology has and will
continue to mediate communication, and that this new form of mediation provides an outlet
where teachers can collaborate in a safe space (Picower, 2012). It is important to note that this
qualitative research study was not meant to generalize educator online discourse for all teachers
but to provide insights for a subset of educators from Sierra. This study was intended to
document and understand the themes about which teachers were speaking about online, in an
effort to find ways to improve the school setting for teachers, students, and communities.
This research study was a qualitative ethnographic case study. Chapter 3 will go into
greater detail to show that the ethnographic aspect of this case study is meant to emphasize
cultural themes surrounding online discourse. The conceptual influences for the research study
are Critical Multiculturalism and Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT). Critical
Multiculturalism provides an analysis of the institutional and systemic power relations that exist
in education (May & Sleeter, 2010). CHAT challenges the normative assumption that we act
independently, based solely on our own thoughts and actions, and suggests instead that our
actions and motives are historically and culturally situated (Cole & Engeström, 1993). Within the
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larger scope of CHAT, Activity Theory situates actions from the macro level and relates them to
actions done at a micro level, meaning that even small actions are influential (Shvarts &
Zagorianakos, 2015). Participants for the research study were members of two online groups on
Facebook, which will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 3. During the course of the study,
the participants engaged in online discourse about educational and social issues. From this
discourse, a discourse analysis was completed to identify themes, using critical multiculturalism
and CHAT as the lens with which to analyze the data.
Nature of the Research Study
This research study focused on a sub-group of teachers in Sierra who participated in two
online communities meant to support teachers, curriculum, and education in general. The study
occurred solely online in the digital space, including the interviews. The majority of the
participants were employees with the Park County School District (PCSD) although the research
study was not specifically targeting teachers within PCSD. Any data collected and analyzed was
not meant to directly inform policies and practices within PCSD. The data and analysis were
meant to provide insight into how a regional subset of teachers are behaving, though the results
are not be generalizable due to the qualitative nature of the study (Creswell, 2009). Additionally,
the research study utilized a case study format in order to provide thicker data encompassing the
humanistic nature of teaching, collective action, and the use of online spaces for collaboration.
The case aspect of the case study comes from the bounded nature of the online communities. To
add an element of criticality to the research study, a framework of Critical Multiculturalism was
be used to show how teachers operate within Whiteness, even though some of these wellintentioned educators are unaware of this facet (Haviland, 2008; May & Sleeter, 2010). Chapter
3 will go into greater detail about the methods the research study employed.
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Significance of the Research Study
Historically, teachers were viewed as voices of reason and learning (Dewey, 1938; Illich,
1999). However, in recent years, teachers have been met with condemnation in the news for
vocalizing about injustices of workplace conditions, salary, or social issue. Most of the
prominent teacher education and multicultural education scholars report major deficiencies in
policies and practices being multicultural in scope, and resulting from No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) (Anyon, 2005; Ravitch, 2016; Weitzer & Tuch, 2006). American society is demanding
better educational outcomes for students but is resistant to educators guiding that conversation
(Berkovich, 2011). The use of social media helps foster and sustain these conversations, allowing
teachers to collaborate without being locally bound (Shirky, 2008). There remains limited
empirical research about teacher online voice and its impact on collective action. Specifically,
this study sought to fill a gap in the scholarly literature by highlighting online educator discourse
in the southwestern United States, specific to the state of Sierra, one of the most
underperforming states in standardized testing in the country (Park County School District,
2018).
Introduction to the Research Questions
The research questions for this ethnographic case study are designed to highlight themes
about online teacher discourse in Sierra. The research questions were created after careful
consideration of the gap in the scholarly literature, showing that online teacher discourse
surrounding issues of governmental discourse has not been studied. This gap in the literature
which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2. As the research design was formed for this
study, I looked to create something that would address my curiosity about how teachers are
engaging in discourse, specifically online discourse. Therefore, the primary question guiding the
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methodology of this study was: What forms of social and governmental discourses are Sierra
educators enacting in Facebook communities? Logically curiosity prevailed about if and how
teachers were promoting social justice issues in their own classrooms and schools; therefore, the
ancillary question directing the study was: What modes are teachers utilizing to move social and
governmental discourses into the classroom? Chapter 3 will discuss the questions further and
their relation to the literature and theoretical foundations.
Research Theoretical Frameworks
The conceptual framework of the research study drew upon Vygotsky’s (1978, as cited in
Wink & Putney, 2002) socio-cultural framework, as well as Critical Multiculturalism (May &
Sleeter, 2010). Utilizing these frameworks enables the discourse of educators to be situated
within a cultural and historical framework, but also allowed me to apply a multicultural lens.
CHAT can be applied to many contexts, but its application to framing educational themes within
a social media setting, helps fill a void in the previously conducted scholarly research. Unlike
grounded theory, where a new or hybrid theory could be discovered or applied, utilizing
ethnographic case study allowed for the linkage of online educator discourse to the established
theories surrounding culture and multiculturalism. The setting of social media was bounded by
the confines of the Facebook community. The intriguing aspect about this study is that there is
little research done on teacher-to-teacher online discourse.
Cultural Historical Activity Theory
Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) assumes that while we operate through our
own volition, our thoughts and actions are historically and culturally situated (Cole &
Engeström, 1993). This theoretical foundation relates to the study in that the actions and
affordances that users take on social media relate to the current socio-cultural occurrences but
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can also be linked back to social events in the past (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013; Cole &
Engeström, 1993; Yamagata-Lynch, 2007). Yamagata-Lynch (2007) researched using this
method as a way to help provide an understanding of current situations occurring in real-time.
CHAT is based in Vygotsky (1978), which situates this framework as a way to view mediated
actions as being semiotic between actors, tools, and goals of a specific activity (YamagataLynch, 2007). When studying interactions between people, the application of CHAT provides a
useful tool with which to examine how we talk to one another (Roth, Radford, & Lacroix, 2018;
Yamagata-Lynch, 2007). Additionally, CHAT builds from Activity Theory, which demonstrates
that our actions are reciprocal and influence other actions (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013).
Critical Multiculturalism
Critical Multiculturalism challenges the premise of valuing culture for the sake of culture,
while still upholding the value of multiculturalism in the face of adversity (May, 2003). This
framework urges stakeholders to take a deeper look at the systemic issues that are promoting
marginalization within structures (May, 2003). This theoretical foundation also looks to
encourage a criticality among practitioners of multicultural education (May & Sleeter, 2010) and
suggests that these practitioners lean into the work even further by challenging hegemonic
systemic structures that promote norms. Using this framework helps in situating the themes of
participants within a greater globalized scope and challenges neoliberal structures in which
education operates (Apple, 2005; May, 2003; J. H. Spring, 2008). For the study, this foundation
takes an in-depth look at the discourse and challenge the social structures that the participants
discuss. Critical Multiculturalism uses a lens of criticality to call out systems of oppression,
systems of compliance, or anything that falls within the range of governmental discourse, while
linking that discourse to larger systemic foundations (May & Sleeter, 2010).
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Operational Definitions
The research study utilizes several words and terms that might be unfamiliar or unclear.
The following section will define, in context, the terms that are pertinent in the literature and for
the research study.
Agency
Agency is the aspect of demonstrating a self-determination to accomplish a goal (White,
2011). This term can be used in a variety of ways, but for the purpose of this study, it is be used
to describe the actions of individuals or a group working toward a goal while they navigate
through a system. Individuals, as well as groups, can enact agency to subvert systems and work
for change (White, 2011). Sannino (2010) refers to the ideas of Paris (1993) that teachers work
within two contexts, historical and ideological, which often conflict with one other, making
agency a difficult concept for teachers to achieve.
Culture
There are many definitions for culture, and all are contextually situated. Anderson and
Stillman (2013) define culture not as a noun, but as a verb, allowing us to essentially “do”
culture. This active idea about culture is the foundation for CHAT, one of the theoretical
foundations underpinning this study. Culture has also been defined as a classification of “events,
places, and practices associated with particular children or groups” (Duesterberg, 1998, p. 500).
There are others who define culture as a system of meaning-making for the world around us that
is a very individualized process (Lindstedt, 2018). For the purposes of this research study,
culture was utilized as both a noun and a verb, because there is value in using both
understandings. The actions of teachers within an educational context can be considered
culturally-motivated based on the standpoints and experiences held by the teachers themselves.
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Put into a larger frame, the group, acting as a whole, is a subset of culture operating in a space of
technology, within the broader context of society, all while working within the frame of
globalization, hegemony, and whiteness. All aspects must be considered when analyzing the
actions and discourse of groups.
Globalization
Globalization is the process of commodifying systems in order to standardize processes
along with the connecting of markets, migration, and communication (Cortina, 2011). Many
theorists have looked at education through the lens of globalization (Apple, 2005; Ravitch, 2016;
J. Spring, 2008; Zhao, 2009). Globalization is a facet of society that must be acknowledged when
discussing changes to the educational environment. This phenomena is something that Spring J.
(2008) delves into extensively and he posits that globalization has changed the face of education,
and not necessarily for the betterment of society.
Neoliberalism
The term neoliberalism is a way to codify practices that are overarching and dominating
groups that are attempting to enact culture or agency (Apple, 2005). When looked at through
another lens, Hall (2011) described this process as creative practices that are under siege. When
this process is present, market values are embraced as a form of compliance, while creativity and
criticality are perceived as forms of resistance (Adams, 2013).
Whiteness
This is a term that signifies that being white in the United States is being in a position of
power and allows those that identify and present as white to “ignore, resist, or deny” this power
(Haviland, 2008, p. 41). To not acknowledge the idea of Whiteness for this research study would
be to ignore many factors. By defining this term, I am also presenting to the reader that I identify
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as White. The idea about my race is important to show that I have had a set of experiences with
which others may not be able to relate to, and that because of my race, I am coming from a place
of social privilege based on the color of my skin. This privilege has shaped my experiences and
standpoint and encourages inquiry into some of the complex topics and dimensions that teachers
may be discussing in the online space. Additionally, one must acknowledge that this very
dissertation is subscribing to hegemony and dominant forces, as it is a requirement for this very
Ph.D. program in order to earn a degree on which society has placed high value.
Social Media
Social media has ingrained itself into our society (Bergquist, Ljungberg, Stenmark, &
Zaffar, 2013). Platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are accessible through
multiple modes and devices, making collaboration and communication virtually seamless. A
definition of social media for this research study is any platform that allows for the consumption,
production, or perpetuation, of information while having the ability to “inform, engage, and
mobilize” (Del Vicario, Gaito, Quattrociocchi, Zignani, & Zollo, 2017, p. 1).
Online Community
The Internet has enabled users to connects from all of over the world, and when Internet
usage proliferated, it was thought that the digital space would also be a democratic space,
allowing users to share information without being locally bounded (Poster, 1997).
This term was used to describe the two groups on which the research study focuses. Online
communities are groups that operate under a certain set of guidelines. Each community may have
a different focus or interest, but has active members contributing to daily dialogue. People are
able to share text, images, and videos in these groups. Some online communities have strict
membership rules to which members must adhere. Online communities can be closed to the
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public; therefore, you must be admitted to the group in order to see group discourse and activity.
Other groups are open to the public and simply searching for the group allows you to have access
to content of the group.
Asynchronous Discourse
The Internet has provided a new way of communication that does not require the typical
turn-taking that regular conversation entails (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). When the
phone was invented, we learned new communication etiquette because we were unable to utilize
non-verbal physical cues. We learned that turns are taken during a conversation with as few gaps
in the conversation as possible (Sacks et al., 1974). Networked communication mediated through
the Internet instigated new rules to guide conversations, including allowing gaps of time before
responding to messages. On social media this allows users to respond to posts from the last
minute, hour, day, month, or even years in the past. Now, we can participate in discourse even
when we are separated by space and time (Hutchby, 2001a).
Resistance
This study looked for governmental discourse, which can include speech for acts of
resistance and compliance (Glenday, 2011; Lombard, 2015; Shaw, 2017; Wasserman & Gabel,
2019). Due to this fact, both terms are defined. Resistance is defined as “an affective, cognitive
and behavioral response aimed at maintaining the status quo, with the hope of stopping, delaying
or altering” change (Bemmels & Reshef, 1991; van Den Heuvel & Schalk, 2009). Resistance can
show up in many forms and modes, as Fleming and Spicer found in their study about worker
cynicism (2003). They found that workers resisted in large ways that include sabotage, or smaller
ways that subverted the overarching workplace culture (Fleming & Spicer, 2003). This study
looks specifically for online discourse about resistance.
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Compliance
Just as Fleming and Spicer (2003) found that resistance shows up in multiple ways within
the workplace, compliance works along the same continuum. For the purpose of this study,
compliance within governmental discourse is defined as acting in accordance with the policies of
the Park County School District (a pseudonym to protect the local school district) and the laws of
the state of Sierra (Hill, 2003; Shaw, 2017). This studied looked for instances of members on the
message boards discussing aligning their actions with the policies and practices of the workplace.
Brief Review of the Topic Literature Related to the Research Study
Two main themes were found in the literature for this research study, and the conducted
research sought to expand the literature at the intersection of these themes to demonstrate how
teachers in Sierra are using collaborative spaces on Facebook. The research study draws on
literature that discusses teachers and their loss of agency in the classroom, discourse pragmatics
and modes of communication, the evolution of social media, and interactions on Facebook.
Chapter 2 will discuss the literature in depth.
Theme one discusses how teachers feel the lack of agency in the classroom when
addressing social justice issues (Berkovich, 2011; Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016;
Picower, 2012; Sannino, 2010). Navigating resistance to hegemonic social structures in the
educational system is a challenging task, especially when evaluations are relatively subjective
(Grant, 1994; Sannino, 2010). The loss of agency teachers feel, coupled with the current social
sentiments in the United States, leave teachers in a space of confusion about social dialogue
(Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Matias & Liou, 2015; Picower, 2012).
Theme 2 demonstrates that people are increasingly using online spaces to participate in
collective action (Fisher, 2006; Shirky, 2008). Online communities offer support and interactions
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by being accessible regardless of distance or time (Allaire, 2015). These two main themes will be
discussed in depth in Chapter 2.
Brief Review of the Methodological Literature Related to the Research Study
The literature informed the methodology of the research study in that it utilized a
qualitative ethnographic case study to examine the online discourse of teachers in Sierra.
Previous studies of online discourse were quantitative in nature, looking at word frequencies and
user engagement numbers, rather than studying the interactions for themes (Heaivilin, Gerbert,
Page, & Gibbs, 2011; Tighe, Goldsmith, Gravenstein, Bernard, & Fillingim, 2015). This study
used word frequencies to look for patterns, but also looked at how the participants were
interacting with one another on a cultural and historical level. Further, research conducted
around online discourse has come from a sociological perspective; this research study employed
both a multicultural and educational point of view.
Limitations of the Research Study
As with any research, this research study was not without its limitations. As the focus of
this research study was on asynchronous online discourse, there was minimal opportunity to
view participant interactions as they occurred in real-time. Moreover, the nature of online
conversations does not necessitate physical or verbal cues that are typical of face-to-face or
phone conversations. Additionally, the study received negative backlash from the private
Facebook group, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Scope and Significance of the Research Study
It is important to that there is a level of criticality applied to certain aspects of my life,
including my research. In this vein, it was integral that that this study retained an aspect of social
criticality that reveals social hegemony while highlighting how teachers are resisting dominant
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and colonizing narratives. This research study looked to show how educators in a state in the
Southwestern United States are collectively engaging online, filling a research gap about inservice educator discourse. This research is significant, as we are now a society that regularly
engages online for friendship, for news, and for political engagement, among many other
reasons. Sierra, which traditionally chose conservative leaders to represent the people, recently
voted out many of its political leaders in favor of more liberal politicians. The nature of
government has evolved in this state, and it is important to capture educator discourse at this
juncture to gain insight about how we can bring change into the school system.
Chapter Summary
This chapter established the basis for the research study, including the background of
interest, the problem statement, the research purpose and questions, the research theoretical
frameworks, and it also prepared the reader to learn about the scholarly literature and
methodology. Chapter 2 will discuss the established literature informing the research study.
Chapter 3 will detail the methodology employed for the research study.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Chapter 1 introduced the research study, which examined online educator discourse in the
state of Sierra. This chapter provides a review of the theoretical and foundational research related
to the research study. The primary research question guiding this chapter and the study is: What
forms of social and governmental discourses are Sierra educators enacting in Facebook
communities? The ancillary question guiding the study is: How are teachers bringing social and
governmental discourses into the classroom? The following literature review will discuss three
essential viewpoints regarding educator agency, online collectives, and discourse. The first is the
dominant perspective on collective resistance and teacher voice; the second is the historicity of
discourse and its effect on human interactions; the third is the use of technology to mediate
discourse under the scope of globalization. Each topic will be discussed in its relation to the
research questions, conceptual framework and methodological approach.
Collective Resistance
Before delving into an explanation of the key points of this literature review, a definition
is provided of collective resistance and collective compliance. Collective resistance differs from
collective action in that it looks to push forward a social agenda (Fisher, 2006; Picower, 2012).
Collective resistance brings to mind marches on Washington, speeches from leaders within
groups, and canvasing neighborhoods (Fisher, 2006). Over the years, activism and collective
action have adapted to using new technologies to help increase mobility and decrease issues with
access and participation (Fisher, 2006; McAdam, 1989; Shirky, 2008). Within the past twenty
years, activism has shifted from the local to the global due to the Internet (Shirky, 2008; J.
Spring, 2008). Messages now propagate at exponential rates. Participants can join a new genre of
“armchair activism” by using computers and cell phones, which has spawned “slacktivism”
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(Moscato, 2016, p. 4). This type of activism allows individuals to participate passively in group
action, while still allowing access to information and connectivity to other members of the
ideological group (Fisher, 2006; Moscato, 2016; Shirky, 2008).
In the realm of collective action, there needs to be a discussion about compliance and
resistance. Compliance and resistance, terms that were previously defined for the purposes of
this study in Chapter 1, operate within the greater realm of globalization. These two social
responses are not necessarily opposed but rather exist within a continuum, fluctuating and
affected by social power (Wasserman & Gabel, 2019).
As DeMerrit (2016) states: “Repression is the threat to subdue or act of subduing
someone by institutional or physical force” (p.1). Governmental resistance works as a form of
resistance, and in 1961, the United States government sought to find a way to co-exist with
collective bargaining units in order to advise the President on how to proceed when there are
labor disputes (Lahne, 1961). Chenoweth and Perkoski (2017) studied the dynamics of
repression and non-violent resistance, and found that repression is often deployed through
multiple policy vehicles, and groups looking to resist must find many modes to do so. Therein
lies the crux of this research study, with teachers finding ways to subvert repression through
multiple spaces. This aspect is especially pertinent in the scope of this study, as teachers discuss
going on strike, as will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Collective Compliance
Along with resistance, the idea of compliance must be explained. Reflecting back on
Chapter 1, compliance is defined as acting in accordance with the policies of the Park County
School District and the laws of the state of Sierra. Often, creative endeavors are typically
hindered in order for members of the group to comply as “conformity, compliance, and
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homogeneity are hegemonic” (Adams, 2013, p. 253). At times, compliance occurs as a
negotiation between resistance and compliance (Wasserman & Gabel, 2019). Compliance can
come in may forms and often shows up in places where there is a dominant hegemonic narrative
(Honeychurch, 2004).
Collective compliance occurs when a group maintain an agreement of adhering to the
policies and practices of the dominant group. It can occur in the group as a series of agreements
that the complies with in order to obtain the goals of the group (Glenday, 2011). It can also come
in a larger scope with group members adhering to the dominant values of society. This study
anticipated finding both aspects of collective compliance.
Teachers Enacting Change
Educators use themselves, the community, and students as resources when attempting to
enact change. Teachers collaborate not only to discuss curriculum but to fight against injustices
within the educational system. There are examples as recent as this year that show that teachers
are gathering to enact change (Andone, Baldacci, Smith, & Jackson, 2018). Teachers are
working to push back against hegemonic forces that dominate the education system (Gutstein &
Lipman, 2013). Additionally, teachers can enlist students to resist policy, as found when LadsonBillings (1995) looked at the aspects of culturally-relevant pedagogy.
A large part of the job of being an educator is honing your teacher voice to discuss social
issues within the classroom. The lack of diversity in the teaching field does a disservice to
diverse student populations which these teachers serve (Burant, 1999). Ladson-Billings (1995)
echoes this sentiment of disconnection. Burant (1999) found in her study of preservice teachers
that they wanted to know more about diversity and social justice issues, but were insecure about
broaching those issues once in the classroom. Teacher education programs now require courses
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in multicultural education and diversity, but there is still a lack of confidence when social justice
discourse arises (Banks, 2002; Gay, 2018; A. L. Goodwin, 1997; Grant, 1994; Ladson-Billings,
1995). Once teachers are in the classroom, there is a general reluctance to talk about social issues
with students (Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016). Inadequate social dialogue preparation
remains a large factor in the reluctance of teachers to discuss diverse social issues (Baltodano,
2015).
Teachers on Strike
The social construct of democracy only works if all participants from every angle work
toward a goal (Parker, 2003). Within the realm of democracy, teachers are one of the primary
interactions with which children learn aspects of social, cultural, and political ideals. Because of
this, laws were put in place to prohibit public employees, such as teachers, from demonstrating
their needs for higher salaries and better budgeting to benefit students (Bohan, 2018).
There have been five educator strikes in the past year in other parts of the country
(Walsh, 2018a). Legislators and district superintendents warn employees against a strike, citing
that these work stoppages negatively impact student learning and the community (Walsh, 2018a).
In the state of Sierra, teachers are unable to strike due to a statute that makes it illegal for public
employees to do so (SRS § 288.260, 1969). This is a policy that is present in many other states,
causing the bargaining units representing teachers to demonstrate that teachers are not striking
against their employers, but exercising their first amendment rights against stagnant and
inequitable laws (Berkovich, 2011; Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016). Chapter 5 will discuss
the data in more detail, but strike was a integral piece of discourse on which participants on the
Facebook message boards engaged.
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Human interactions
Humans interact in a variety of ways; technology has allowed for communication to not
only be asynchronous, but also now affords us the ability to have a physical absence from the
conversation. Messages that used to take days, weeks, even months to reach their recipients can
now be sent and received instantaneously. Consequently, the recipient can also choose to not
acknowledge or reply immediately, allowing the technology to act as a shield for
communication. The potential of technology to change depending on the person and the context
is known as an “affordance” (Hutchby, 2014).
Discourse
We operate under a particular set of rules when we communicate (Baumeister, 2003).
The dynamics of conversation often give clues for power and social structures, information on
communicative events, and cognitive aspects (Schiffrin, Tannen, & Hamilton, 2001). We use
discourse to develop relationships with one another and to transmit cultural ideas (Schegloff,
2015). Forms of discourse, even discourse through pictures, can be found dating back to wall
drawings, scribal texts, and stained glass in churches to display stories (Murray, 2000). The
following section will discuss how schemas and situations influence communication.
Illocution
Communication has the general goal of transmitting ideas, so called illocutionary acts. As
participants in conversation, we are responsible for committing illocutions as well as interpreting
those acts from others. Several theorists within the field of discourse have debated the volition of
such speech-acts, both the executions and interpretations of illocutionary acts (Austin, 1962;
Searle, 1969; Vanderveken, 2013). Vanderveken (2013) asserts that master illocutionary acts
achieve proper linguistic goals within a discursive setting. He states that these master
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illocutionary acts have four goals: to describe, to deliberate, to declare, and to express
(Vanderveken, 2013).
Pragmatics
Verbal discourse follows a set of patterns to help achieve goals of the participating agents
(Vanderveken, 2013). The speaker operates under a set of rules that include speaker-meaning,
and speaker-creation. Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) articulated standards that verbal
conversations should follow. These standards include turn-taking, one person speaks at a time,
and that turns are taken with minimal gaps between speaking. The dialogue process additionally
incorporates turn-construction and turn-distribution. Turn-construction is the act of
projectability, or the sharing of one’s thoughts and opinions. Turn-distribution seeks to give all
participants in the conversation an equal chance to initially speak and to respond when spoken to.
The study of language focuses on the act of speaking as well as the practices between actors (C.
Goodwin & Goodwin, 2004). Goffman (1963) offers a participation framework and gives a
general rule that an individual is “obliged to make himself available for encounters (p. 107).”
Additionally, actors can be ratified participants and can join into a conversation when they see
fit. The idea of a ratified participant works well with the asynchronous quality of online social
environments.
A study by Sacks (1992) on a series of lectures he gave at the University of California
Los Angeles found several dynamics at work within conversations and conversation analysis. He
found that in group conversations, there may be many participants, but they do not all contribute
equally to the discourse (Sacks & Jefferson, 1992). This finding works well in the asynchronous
online space because participants are generally not responding in real-time. Additionally, he
found that, within discourse, we work in “category-bounded activities” (Sacks, 1992, p. 241)
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where we assign tasks, titles, or roles that are appropriate to that activity. For example, a person
participating within an online teacher forum would assume the title of “educator” unless they
specifically state otherwise. This form of category analysis will not necessarily be applied to this
particular study, but it is important to mention because the focus of this study is on teachers;
therefore, the assumption is that participants act in the role of teacher or educator on the social
media forum.
Power
Institutions and systems have dynamics of power that arise in discourse (Schiffrin et al.,
2001). Under this philosophy, teachers can demonstrate power through educator discourse, while
administrators can exercise power through educational and supervisory discourse. Due to the
nature of the teacher evaluation process, power can shift due to actions from the administrator,
taking power away from the teacher. Power structures also appear within language in the
classroom, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. This figure illustrates the reproduction of power through discursive acts (van Dijk,
2015)
22

Technology for communication
Humans have used technology in communication for over a millennium (Tannenbaum,
2000). The earliest cave drawings depicting animals required rudimentary writing implements
and a place to share the message (Tannenbaum, 2000). Humans reach out to one another through
multiple avenues of communications to find commonality with one another. Alternatively,
communication is what separates us from other species (Hutchby, 2001a). We assert our
interests, activities, and desires, simply to share that information with others (Hutchby, 2001a).
Thinking about the act of discourse causes us to think about our sociality as humans and the
social organization of communication (Hutchby, 2001a; Sacks & Jefferson, 1992).
The changes in communication technologies over the centuries have been significant. The
invention of the telephone allowed people to connect over great distances (Hutchby, 2001a). The
telephone allows communicative affordances, meaning that its use changes depending on how
we use it (Hutchby, 2001b, 2001a; Meredith, 2017). The phone also brought about a new type of
non-visual communication: cuelessness (Rutter, 1989). Cuelessness is defined as “no recourse to
the non-verbal cues that can be relied on in situations of physical co-presence” (Hutchby, 2001a,
p. 86). Rutter (1989) found in his study that cuelessness had a minimal direct effect upon
behavior of either participant. The participants were able to carry on the goals of the study with
minimal visual cues, as is the case in online conversations (Rutter, 1989).
Before moving into the technical aspects of communication, a definition must be given
for the term multimedia. Multimedia is a versatile word that is used to describe or encompass
technological capabilities. This dissertation shall borrow the definition set by Tannenbaum
(2000) in which multimedia means an “interactive computer-mediated presentation” where users
can manipulate or control the content through their own actions. Turkle (1995) writes that the
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“thinking space seems somehow enlarged” (p. 29) when using a computer. The thinking space
hardware has gotten smaller and smaller, but its reach grows ever larger. We now have
immediate access to information and communication, and most of us carry this tool in our
pockets.
There are certainly opponents to the ever-increasing use of technology. Users can create
multiple personalities online that differ from their offline personality (Gergen, 1991; Turkle,
1995). Gergen (1991) goes so far as to posit that technology used for communication colonizes
our minds and the minds of others. Barzilai and Zohar (2006) urge users to not let technology
replace our cognitive thinking, yet Alton (2016) discusses how we are constantly connected to
our digital devices because we fear missing out on pertinent information. With all this new
technology there can be health effects as well. The effect of constant and local electromagnetic
fields on the body shows minimal damage to the physiological makeup of humans, but there is
still a caution that we limit our use of these devices. (Augner, Gnambs, Winker, & Barth, 2012;
Rubin, Nieto‐Hernandez, & Wessely, 2010). There are also conflicting studies showing that
Internet usage promotes depression and less offline social involvement, while other studies
indicate a sense of freedom to communicate with more people (Hu, 2009).
Text Actions
Text-based discourse operates under similar parameters to aural discourse. Participants in
text-based discourse work within the confines of Creative Text Actions (CTA’s) and Automated
Texts Actions (ATA’s) (Eisenlauer, 2014). Eisenlauer (2014) discusses how users act as agents
and they are responsible for utterances and propositional acts on Facebook. These acts include
the writing of status updates, creating a post in a forum, and commenting on the posts of others.
ATA’s consist of templates provided by the platform that users can utilize to express themselves,
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such as the “like” button, or sending a friend request. By using ATA’s, agents must interact with
the system itself to achieve goals of discourse.
Poster (1995) wrote about the separation of the identity of the self and the self we portray
through technology mediated conversations. Numerous studies conducted in recent years also
discuss the separation from reality that can occur from the
Globalization
The discussion of technology, discourse, education, and culture would not be thorough
without consideration of globalization. Globalization is apparent in every aspect of our lives and
“people have sort of gotten used to it” (Friedman, 2011, p. 5). Globalization is driven by a need
for dominance and consumerism and is foundationally based on the belief that facets of life such
as technology, education, and communication are commodities (Apple, 2005; Giroux & Giroux,
2004; J. Spring, 2008). The convergence of globalization and technology changed the scope of
innovation and communication. Globalization contributes to the way we network, communicate,
and collaborate (Friedman, 2011; Shirky, 2008, 2010; J. Spring, 2008). Consumers are now
producers and can spread their messages widely and instantaneously (Shirky, 2010). In tandem
with this ability to communicate came the infrastructure and ease of access to do so. Friedman
(2011) notes that suddenly two billion people “found themselves with new powers to
communicate” (p. 62).
Social Networks
Society forms social networks as a way to exchange cultural “funds of knowledge”
(Burant, 1999, p. 214). We can exchange this knowledge through written or oral expression. The
Internet enables us to reach across distances and even time to accomplish these formations. We
operate with a set of communication guidelines that assume the transfer of information and the
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distribution of ideas is intentional and planned (Eisenlauer, 2014). Technological innovation
dating back to the 1960’s shows that we look for ways to communicate in many forms.
Networked participation helps form the foundations of social movements (Fisher, 2006;
McAdam & Paulsen, 1993). Social movements depend on collective ideology and
communication in order to move toward actionable goals (McAdam & Paulsen, 1993). Within a
text-based environment, this networking enables users to textualize community through words
and technology-mediated actions (boyd, 2010). Participating in these networks demonstrates a
“multilevel representation of production (Boyd, 2014, p. 46). By the mid 1990’s, networked
access was commercially available to the masses (Turkle, 1995). People began accessing the
Internet to exchange messages, read the news, and connect with new social networks. Users
participating in Multi-User Domains (MUD) began to enter virtual worlds, either as themselves
or characters that they created and to dialogue with other participants to explore the online space
(Schaap, 2002; Turkle, 1995). Social networks began to appear where users could create profiles
and interact with others sharing common interests (Boyd, 2014).
Iterations of social networks began to move online when the Internet became more
accessible for users. The dot com era brought millions of users into the online sphere where
people could participate in chatrooms to connect with like-minded individuals discussing
hobbies, politics, and aspects of life. In the early 2000’s social networking sites (SNS) began to
tailor user experiences around the ideas of friendship and community. Sites such as Myspace,
Facebook, and Twitter allowed users to “amplify, record, and distribute information”
(Eisenlauer, 2014, p. 74).
Social networking sites rely on the interactivity of users to sustain a web and social
presence (Eisenlauer, 2014). Facebook currently has over two billion active participants using
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the SNS monthly (“Number of monthly active Facebook users worldwide as of 2nd quarter 2018
(in millions).,” 2018). Creation of connections between users generally begins from the
knowledge of offline contacts, meaning the users know these people in real life before
additionally connecting with them online (Eisenlauer, 2014). Facebook communities and groups
help make connecting to other people easier, as users can join groups with similar ideologies
(Seidman, 2013). When using the platform to explore interactions between users, social media is
considered multimodal, meaning users access it through many devices and interactions can take
place via text or video (Mondada, 2014).
The Digital Divide
As Rowsell, Morell, and Alvermann (2017) discusss “digital literacies suggest a world
where everyone has constant access to technologies, apps, videos, and social media that allow for
exploration, knowledge work, and connections between people, and this is simply not the case
for so many people” (p.157). It is necessary to discuss this aspect of the technological world
because while there are over 2.14 billion active monthly users on Facebook, not everyone has
access to the digital infrastructure (“Number of monthly active Facebook users worldwide as of
2nd quarter 2018 (in millions).,” 2018). Wireless adoption has increased in developing countries
and a study by Armenta et al. (2012) looked at the complications that arise when digital inclusion
attempts to colonize rural spaces.
Teacher Discourse
Education research has examined discourse between educators in a variety of ways.
Mangrum (2010) examined in-service teachers participating in a Socratic seminar and found that,
in the structured environment of the seminar itself, teachers discussed curriculum matters and
discipline, and concluded that teachers must discuss these issues in order to build a community
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of trust. In a study specifically looking at themes of resistance with teachers Sannino (2010)
discovered that teachers often felt a loss of agency in promoting social change. Sannio (2010)
found that teachers were able to shift from a resistance mindset to a self-initiative mindset when
the discussion of problematic aspects of teaching were paired with feelings of inner conflict.
Additionally, teachers often state that, while they are displeased with academic and social
aspects of education, they feel there is little they can change (Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán,
2016; Picower, 2012; Sannino, 2010). When asked specifically to discuss issues of race, White
teachers often find themselves facing some uncomfortable sentiments and reactions (Segall &
Garrett, 2013). Additionally Segal & Garrett (2013) found data that corroborates their findings,
notably that, when teachers dialogue about race, there is a general lack of knowledge and
therefore they avoid those discussions (Schoem, Hurtado, Sevig, Chesler, & Sumida, 2001;
Tatum, 1992).
Teachers tend to look for spaces where they can discuss the nuances of being in
education (Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016). Burant (1999) looked at pre-service teacher
discourse and how new teachers are reluctant to bring social justice discourse into the classroom.
Coupled with this is the fact that the teaching pool poorly represents the diverse student
population it serves (Burant, 1999). Cumberbatch and Trujillo-Pagan (2016) researched aspects
of #blacklivesmatter and the barriers in place that prevent teachers from bringing a specific topic
of social justice like this one into the classroom. Baltodano (2015) expressed a need for teacher
discourse to broach social justice topics before entering the classroom as a way to mitigate
feelings of discomfort when issues arise. Online teacher discourse has only been looked at in the
context of preservice teachers engaging in an online teaching environment (Wanstreet, 2006).
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Why Online Teacher Discourse?
Studying online discourse is not a new area of research. The past thirty years have
provided abundant research regarding aspects of online discourse. Researchers have looked at
online discourse from many areas ranging from online extra-marital affairs to tweeting about
pain (Mileham, 2007; Tighe et al., 2015). The Internet attracts participants looking for many
kinds of connection and support. Boyd (2014) specifies that SNS provides a textual focus that
can “provide insight into (new) discursive practices” (p. 47). These online discursive practices
can demonstrate insight into new ways to discuss information when offline (Androutsopoulos,
2014). There is minimal research looking at teacher interactions online. The online space for
collaboration and community is used by millions of users every day, therefore it is logical that
teachers would be utilizing this space as well (Eisenlauer, 2014; Gerhardt, Eisenlauer, &
Frobenius, 2014).
Methodology
An ethnographic case study approach is the most appropriate for this study. In one aspect,
this study aligns with a new type of research, called netnography (Johnson, Lawson, & Ames,
2018; Kozinets, 2011). Netnography takes the traditional aspects of ethnography, participant
observation and aspects of culture, and extends those methods to the online space (Kozinets,
2011). My reasoning for not specifically choosing netnography was due to the desire to facilitate
face-to-face human interaction, more so than could be mediated in a text-only environment
(Johnson et al., 2018; Kozinets, 2011; Lewis, 2013). Because of this desire to add a more
humanistic factor to my study, Several video-mediated interviews occured. Once I introduced the
interview component as part of the methodology, the study became a more traditional
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ethnography than netnography, regardless that the majority of the collected data consisted of
online discourse.
I considered other approaches including grounded theory and phenomenology; however,
the focus of this study is the examination of the culture that surrounds online teacher discourse.
Additionally, there is a lack of qualitative research about online discourse. One reason for this
lack is the technological ability to quickly capture and analyze discourse data (Lindstedt, 2018).
For example, researchers have looked at the dynamics and usability of Twitter in regards to the
description of dental pain (Heaivilin et al., 2011). Another quantitative study also looked at
Twitter for the incidences of the words “headache” and “migraine” (Linnman, Maleki, Becerra,
& Borsook, 2013). The aforementioned supports the findings of Garcia, Standless, Bechkoff, and
Cui (2009) when they say that the lack of qualitative methodology used to study online behavior
is due to three factors: (a) the interpersonal skills needed to immerse oneself in ethnographic
research are not necessarily called upon, (b) access to the setting and subjects can prove difficult
due to the nature of online identities, and (c) there are certain ethnical issues surrounding the
public versus private nature of the Internet in terms of confidentiality. As the researcher, I have
looked at ways to embrace these complications to justify looking specifically at the online world.
The following section will look at the theoretical and analytic frameworks that form the
foundation of this study: Cultural Historical Activity Theory and discourse analysis.
Cultural Historical Activity Theory
Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) helps situate dialogue or events within a
socio-historical context (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Roth et al., 2018). This theory, based on the
foundations of social learning theory from Vygotsky (1978), challenges the normative
assumption that we act independently in our thoughts and actions and posits that actually all of
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our actions are historically situated and we affect the actions of others by our own actions (Cole
& Engeström, 1993). This lens helps provide a more holistic view of teacher interactions and
helps situate that discourse within the current and historical socio-political scope. A more
detailed description of this foundation can be found in Chapter 3.
By using CHAT, captured online discourse can show context, allowing for asynchronous
discourse and a placement of it within a temporal frame. This was important during data
collection, to capture the data as it was happening. During analysis, I aligned the data with past,
present, and current events, as will be discussed in depth in Chapter 5.
Critical Multiculturalism
Building on CHAT, the foundational literature provided by Critical Multiculturalism
helps refine the analysis and enables the application of a more socio-cultural lens. Critical
Multiculturalism seeks to question power structures and the authority they have over dominated
groups (May, 2003; May & Sleeter, 2010). In a way, this framework looks to emancipate actors
within systems by enabling them to see and call out dominance (Gaztambide-Fernandez,
Harding, & Sordé-Martí, 2004). Many groups within society have labored to bring equity to
many facets of our lives, including education. Unfortunately, those groups, while maintaining
equitable goals, can also be colonizing in their intentions, by pushing an agenda that seeks to
encompass the values of all, but silencing some voices in the process (May & Sleeter, 2010). By
applying this framework, a more critical lens is used to show how teachers are engaging in the
online space and provide a possible critique to both how teachers are operating and to the
structures under which teachers must operate. The work of Lawrence (2005) is a foundational
piece of the discursive process, as he implores that in order for social progress to occur, we must
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democratically engage in troubling tenets of our society. Chapter 3 will discuss this in depth to
show support for the research questions.
Discourse Analysis
Other literature that informs the methodology includes literature on discourse analysis.
Venderveken (2013) provides a way at looking at the practicalities associated with discourse,
including turn-taking and interactions. Schiffrin, Tannen, and Hamilton (2001) articulate several
methods of analyzing discourse through multiple frameworks and provide examples of such, to
help the researcher through this process. Spilioti (2015) specifically breaks down social media
discourse into categories of digitally mediated text: texture, intertexuality, dialogic character, and
multimodality. These aspects of discourse are all important, even in the online space, where
interactions are mediated through technology. Chapter 4 will provide real examples taken from
the data to demonstrate how online interactions differ from typical face-to-face interactions.
Content and Conversation Analysis
When looking at online discourse, studies have looked at the nature of how participants
engage. One research study looked at how patients describe pain to others on Twitter and
employed a content analysis looking at word use and association (Tighe et al., 2015).
Using content analysis allowed a deeper look at text-based interactions on social media and
helped inform the coding of those interactions (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000). Thematic coding
occurred to organize and help understand the data (Creswell, 2016). Content analysis illuminated
the topics that teachers were discussing and provided a look at the context with which these
topics were about. From there themes were developed that encompassed these topics.
Additionally, this helped the discovery of themes surrounding intergroup dialogue (Schoem &
Hurtado, 2001).
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Research Gap
This research study provides a glimpse at how Sierra teachers are engaging online, as
there is minimal research informing the topic of online teacher collective action. The
implications of the collected data will be discussed in Chapter 5, but the digital discourse
provides insight into the social justice and political issues that are concerning to Sierra educators.
These discovered themes could potentially inform future policy and encourage agency among
teachers to speak out for social injustices that may be occurring in schools. After reviewing
pertinent literature regarding online engagement, it was evident how little research existed about
how teachers are interacting on social media. More specifically, there is no research about Sierra
teachers and their online engagement.
By studying online teacher discourse, we can discover the ways in which teachers are
engaging in the online space and ascertain the issues that are most important to them. The themes
discovered within teacher discourse can then be used to help pre-service teacher programs better
tailor courses to embrace and encourage social justice discourse. If we are able to bring online
discourse into the real world, teachers may be more likely to broach those topics in the classroom
and address injustices (Baltodano, 2015; Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016). Teachers may
also be able to model the dialogue process for their students, helping to create a critical discourse
that will then shape how students view and approach the world around them.
The teaching field in the state of Sierra also provided an opportunity to look at a specific
site and sample that has very little research about it. Sierra often ranks last, or close to the
bottom, in standardized test rankings; yet, we have little research on those involved with the
teaching field in this state (Milliard, 2014a) . Sierra remains a “right to work” state and therefore
provides a unique perspective, since teachers are unable to go on strike for any reason.
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Frequently cited as being last in standardized test scores, graduation rates, and preschool
participation rates, Sierra is behind all other states (Milliard, 2014b).
Chapter Summary
Chapter 1 provided the rationale for this research study. This chapter articulated the
literature that serves as the foundation and background for this study, including discourse, social
networking under the umbrella of globalization, teacher discourse, and the key methodological
facets that will ensure valuable data. The use of online discourse can potentially help teachers
feel more confident about discussing challenging topics in a face-to-face manner. The reviewed
literature was able to provide the empirical intention, site, and sample. Additionally, online
activism could be linked to teachers in Sierra. Chapter 3 will delve deeper into the methodology
for the research study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Chapter 1 presented an introduction to the research study along with the essential
research questions. Chapter 2 focused on the scholarly literature informing the topic. Provided is
a discussion of the methodology of this research study, which employs a critical qualitative
ethnography with a multicultural and social justice lens to explore how teachers in Sierra utilize
Facebook groups as a form of cultural and governmental resistance and/or compliance to the
systemic hegemony (Cumberbatch & Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Picower, 2012). Additionally, I
examined the aspects of dialogue between participants to look at the utilization of technologymediated language, culture, and collective identity. Using this methodology helped develop an
understanding of how teachers in Sierra interact to foster and sustain motivation for educational
and social justice activism. This chapter describes in detail the recruitment of participants,
consent process, data sources, and data analysis tools. This qualitative study specifically
examined how educators interact on the Internet via computer-mediated communication (CMC)
(Garcia et al., 2009).
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research study was to provide insight into how educators in Sierra are
engaging within online communities on Facebook regarding educational and social issues.
Potentially, teachers can navigate the sociopolitical landscapes that shape the status of education
through their engagement in online spaces to discuss issues of diversity and division in the
classroom. Studying these online interactions might also provide a reasoning of why new
educators often feel uncomfortable discussing topics about social justice (Baltodano, 2015).
Ideally, the research study provides insights on how to foster critically conscious educators who
are motivated to bring social change into their classrooms. The primary question guiding the
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methodology of this study is: What forms of social and governmental discourses are Sierra
educators enacting in Facebook communities? The ancillary question guiding the study is: What
modes are teachers utilizing to move social and governmental discourses into the classroom?
Rationale for a Qualitative Study
This study employs a qualitative approach to help highlight the voices of teachers.
Qualitative research enables the participants to have a voice in the process of the research
(Creswell, 2016). Social science research allows for the study of life’s complexities to better
understand and learn from them (Creswell & Poth, 2007). Previous studies related to einteraction have examined the aspects of the Internet and the dynamics of online discourse, but
few such studies have looked critically at online teacher discourse (Cumberbatch & TrujilloPagán, 2016; Lu & Jeng, 2006). A limited number of these studies examined the complexities of
educator discourse regarding their resistance to cultural and social hegemony (Cumberbatch &
Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Picower, 2012). Additionally, employing an ethnographic lens allowed for
participants to demonstrate the cultural aspects of online discourse, thereby more humanistic
features emerged through the digital interactions (Creswell & Poth, 2007; Garcia et al., 2009).
Quantitative research studies of Internet forums show engagement numbers and frequencies on
word usage yet reveal little about participant voice, even when discourse is the context of the
study (Del Vicario et al., 2017). Conversely, qualitative research authentically highlights those
voices, by permitting participants to have a voice, as opposed to quantitative research in which
participants are represented only as numbers (Lu & Jeng, 2006).
Ethnographic Case Study
Ethnographic case study enabled the discovery of “culture, knowledge, and action” while
allowing, even encouraging, participants to retain ownership of their voices while working
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within the bounded system of the online social network (Creswell & Poth, 2007; Thomas, 1993).
By using this method, the Facebook communities became a tool which allowed participants to
act as they normally would, with no interventions to influence behavior. Observations and
interviews allow for cultural aspects of expressions to emerge from participants by recording
their original views and ideas in authentic ways (Creswell & Poth, 2007). By employing
ethnography within this subset of the teacher population nationally, in the state, and even locally,
it is my hope that evidence of how teachers are actively opposing hegemonic views within
education will emerge. Because I consider myself a member of the groups I am studying, I am an
educator, and I am often involved in both online and online collective action, employing critical
ethnography gives any researcher the freedom to identify oneself as a member in these groups
and to also identify aspects in which these groups could improve.
Other methods were consciously considered for this study before deciding that
ethnography was the best fit. Grounded theory would have provided the opportunity to theorize
about the online engagement of teachers in a way that has not previously been considered.
Additionally, grounded theory would have allowed for the themes created during data collection
to form the foundation for a new theory about Internet and social media usage (Creswell & Poth,
2007; Glaser, Strauss, & (Eds.), 1967; Hynan, Goldbart, & Murray, 2015). While discovering a
new theory based on this research would be beneficial to the research community at large, that is
not the goal of this research project. Another methodology considered was phenomenology.
Phenomenology requires that the participants all share the same collective experience (Creswell
& Poth, 2007). Due to the asynchronous nature of online discourse and the passive nature with
which data was collected, it would be difficult to determine if all participants undergo the same
phenomenon, therefore this method was eliminated.
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Ethnography was the best choice for this research study because it allowed participants to
share their experiences during the data collection but also enabled me to be a part of that process.
Van Maanen (1995) discusses how the ethnographer actually goes into the field, with the
participants, and then writes about the experiences had while involved in that process. As I am
member of the online groups I studied, this method was deemed the most appropriate.
Textual data and online interviews were conducted to bring participant voices into the
study (Creswell, 2016; Spradley, 1979; Thomas, 1993). Additionally, collected conversations,
known as online discourse, between participants in the Facebook groups that took place on the
main forum page. For the purposes of this research study, online discourse consisted of posts,
comments, and replies to posts.
Under the umbrella of ethnography, interviews are important to give a more humanistic
perspective to the data (Creswell, 2016; Spradley, 1979). These interviews occurred digitally
through video-mediated technology. This method was chosen to honor the spirit of the study;
collecting online discourse was the goal, so it was logical to conduct the interviews that were
mediated by technology. Additionally, participants did not have to be locally bound in order to
participate in the interviews. Conducting digital face-to-face interviews enhanced the study by
allowing direct contact with participants via technology while taking advantage of the computermediated environment (Bou-Franch & Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2014). I was able to have a
personal experience while documenting the experiences of the study participants (Garcia et al.,
2009; Thomas, 1993). Schaap (2002) discusses this as the researcher having the ability to look
critically at the dialogue while participating in the discourse, and having the ability to pick up
clues through words.
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Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
The research study relies on two theoretical foundations: Cultural Historical Activity
Theory (CHAT) and Critical Multiculturalism. CHAT is a theoretical framework attributed to
Vygotsky which challenges the normative assumption that we act independently in our thoughts
and actions and posits that our actions are historically situated (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013;
Cole & Engeström, 1993; Silverman, 1999; Ward, 2011; Wink & Putney, 2002). The framework
of Critical Multiculturalism questions societal systems to illuminate hegemony and prejudice and
calls out these systems to promote equity and accountability. (May, 2003). The following section
will detail the frameworks that underlie this research study and will provide justifications for
why they were chosen.
Socio-Cultural Lens and Vygotsky
Vygotsky (1978) teaches us that social development is a complex process. He also
promotes the idea that the environment has as much influence on us as the people that inhabit
that environment (Wink & Putney, 2002). Through this lens, both teaching and learning are
active processes in which all participants are stakeholders in their contributions and
comprehension. This view of participants as stakeholders can be applied to social media as well;
the sociocultural aspects of belonging to an active Facebook community provide the basis on
which everyone engaging within the group can influence and be influenced (Salomon, 1993;
Shirky, 2010). Furthermore, Vygotsky (1978) teaches that humans, both current and past, assist
in the formation of cognition. Put in simpler terms, the people in our lives influence the ways in
which we think and act. Participants on the Internet can simultaneously be receivers and
distributors of information, supplementing the accepted Vygotskian perspective (Shirky, 2010).
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Activity Theory
Before the of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) are explained, it is prudent that
a basis is provided for CHAT. Vygotsky (1896–1934) may have developed the idea about
Activity Theory, but it was really Cole and Engeström (Cole & Engeström, 1993) who gave us a
visualization to demonstrate how many factors affect an activity. Leont’ev (1978) posited that
activities are made up of a series of elements, all reciprocal with one another. These elements
consist of: the activity, the object of the activity, and the division of labor by the participants
within the activity (Mwalongo, 2016). It was later expanded by Engeström (Cole & Engeström,
1993) to include the rules of the community with which the activity was taking place and the
outcomes of the activity. This framework is used in this particular study to analyze discourse
within a very specific setting (Mwalongo, 2016). Additionally, it assists the researcher in
understanding very complex data by breaking it into manageable parts (Yamagata-Lynch, 2007).
Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT)
Building on Activity Theory is Cultural Historical Activity Theory or CHAT. Our
participation within the world is dependent upon our own lens and experiences (Cole &
Engeström, 1993). Social participation is culturally and historically situated (Cole & Engeström,
1993; Roth et al., 2018; Wink & Putney, 2002). Participation, in any form, influences us
internally and externally (Scribner & Torbach, 1997). In her book, Mind and Social Practice:
Selected Writings of Sylvia Scribner, Scribner (1997) describes the reciprocal nature of
participants shaping and altering activities; digital interactions mirror this reciprocity. Digital
communication is also driven through conversations with other participants, either
synchronously or asynchronously (Gibson & Lee, 2010). These conversations can thus be
transformative on educational and personal levels (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Roth et al., 2018).
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Researchers use CHAT to look at events through historical and cultural contexts (L.
Anderson & Stillman, 2013; Roth et al., 2018). They then make connections to both people and
culture while creating a temporal link to the events influencing these connections. Additionally,
we can use an activity systems analysis to decode themes from the data (Cole & Engeström,
1993; Roth et al., 2018). This framework allowed an in-depth view at the collected discourse in
historical context to demonstrate how people and philosophies evolve over time. Different layers
could be described based on the of the activity or event without merely focusing on the event
itself (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Roth et al., 2018).
CHAT and Activity Theory illustrate, through a series of connections (see Figure 2) the
relationships between people, events, and perspectives (Salomon, 1993). These depictions
visually illustrate the link between teachers, resistance, and society by highlighting culture and
history. There is also the potential to see teachers bringing social justice activism offline and into
the real world. Concurrently, CHAT stipulates that we affect the actions of others by our own
actions and reciprocally the actions of others affect us (Cole & Engeström, 1993).

Figure 2. This figure demonstrates the many aspects of social interactions and their reciprocal
nature (Salomon, 1993).
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Utilizing CHAT to explore online discourse enabled historicity to be taken into account,
actually being part of an event or experience, while allowing context, community, and culture to
illuminate and define social interactions in social media (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013; Roth et
al., 2018). This theoretical foundation helps expose critical sociocultural themes that are
important to teachers in Sierra (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013) .
Critical Multiculturalism
In an effort to add an element of social and structural criticality to the study, Critical
Multiculturalism allowed for a duality within the analysis to exist; this framework was utilized to
look for instances of issues with equity and diversity while calling out hegemonic
multiculturalist ideals that could potentially be colonizing in their scope (May, 2003). It also
showed the dynamics of the ideologies that teachers hold and how complex some of those
viewpoints can be. Additionally, this framework allowed for a deeper look at oppressive forces
(May & Sleeter, 2010).
The foundations of Critical Multiculturalism work to expand Liberal Multiculturalism.
Liberal Multiculturalism seeks to provide a balance so that all social aspects can find a common
ground. Critical Multiculturalism pushes back against this idealistic view and understands that
not everyone in the social spectrum might be satisfied with the outcome.
Pre-service education programs generally include at least one course in multicultural
education (Baltodano, 2015; Nylund, 2006). While the advancement of multicultural goals are
positive in scope, there is still a lack in blatantly calling out whiteness and the function of
systemic racism in society (Nylund, 2006). The lens of Critical Multiculturalism permitted for
criticality to occur when looking at the online discourse of educators. The teachers participating
in both Facebook groups have had to generally be exposed to some form of multicultural
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education at some point in their careers. Chapters 4 and 5 will demonstrate if and how they are
applying a critical eye not just to their pedagogies, but to the educational system at large.
Additionally, the literature about Critical Multiculturalism provided the foundations for
the research questions for this study. As part of the selection criteria for what aspects of
discourse should be considered part of the data, definitions from seminal pieces from Lawrence
(2005), Banks (2016), along with Sleeter & May (2010), helped define what social justice
discourse should look like. Baltodano (2015) expands this concept to encompass educators
utilizing social justice themes to engage in critical discourse. Lawrence (2005) asserts that in
order for social justice to progress forward, there needs to be critical participation within
democracy. Therefore, the research questions looking for aspects of participatory discourse and
participatory action are aligned with what the prior literature has deemed as necessary and
important.
Researcher’s Role in the Research Study
As the sole researcher of the research study, I completed the consent process. Data related
materials were deployed to the groups including questionnaires and study protocols. I was the
sole interviewer of all consenting participants. The storage and safety of all documents related to
the research study was and is of the utmost priority to ensure the safety of participants’
information. The data for this research was collected within two online groups: one public and
one private. Therefore, members in the public group cannot receive a guarantee for infinite
confidentiality of their information. The content of online discourse was collected and coded
using inductive and deductive coding (Creswell & Poth, 2007).
All efforts were made to mask participants’ identity within the data, but with the online
public group, it is impractical to believe that completely safeguarding the identities of
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participants is possible. Members and nonmembers of the group may be able to identify
keywords or phrases that participants used. Consented participants from REG had full authority
to disclose whether they were part of the study of their own volition. Two consented participants
from REG did identify themselves to the group in an effort to help the study gain additional
participants. Furthermore, the consent form articulated the ability of the participant to approve
any quotes used in the final document. Only quoted data was used from consented participants
within REG. Any quoted data from the public group is considered public domain, therefore, it is
able to be used here without notifying the group member.
As the primary researcher, I maintained the honest and human quality of the research
study by allowing the discourse to literally speak for itself. All discourse from the group was
collected over the course of data collection, all interviewers were transcribed verbatim, to allow
the data a voice, rather than my interpretation. I did my best to highlight of the voices of all
participants by allowing the discourse through text, images, and video to speak without my
interpretation. Moreover, I ensured the accurate depiction of participants’ contributions. I also
maintain that while I hold certain biases, I made a concerted effort through the identifying and
bracketing of my bias, so as to not influence data collection or analysis.
Research Design
This section will articulate the essential components of the research study, including a
description of the population and the research site, along with justifications for these specific
choices to align with the research questions. An explanation of how how data was collected,
managed, and analyzed is presented. Additionally, description of the analytic framework to
support the data analysis process is provided.
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Description of Population
Much of the data was collected from a public Facebook group that had no gatekeepers to
administer to the group. Sampling criteria for participants in the private group REG included
being a member of the group, being an educator in the state of Sierra, and opting into the study
through the use of a short consenting instrument. Sampling criteria for the open Facebook group
TSS included being a member of the group and posting on the board between March 1, 2019 and
May 31, 2019. Because of the nature of an open Facebook group, it was possible for any member
of the community to not be an educator and participate in the group. Most members openly
discussed the schools they worked at, allowing the audience and myself to know they were, in
fact, an educator with PCSD.
The consent forms and the review from the Internal Review Board provided a certain
level of cover to members so that the group (and other groups like it) for the participants to not
feel that the study was predatory or invasive. This added level of privacy goes beyond the
expected public expectations of the group. Accordingly, any reference to group member/group
identity has been de-identified in the raw data collection and, where relevant, pseudonyms are
used in the report of findings; to the extent possible, geographic references have been either deidentified, de-emphasized, or given pseudonyms. Accordingly, the following pseudonyms are
used herein as follows:
•

Public Group – Teachers of Southern Sierra (TSS)

•

Private Group – Renegade Educator Group (REG)

•

Local school District – Park County School District (PCSD)

•

Local educator association – Park County Educator’s Association (PCEA)

•

Region – Southwestern United States
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•

State - Sierra
Readers are encouraged to focus attention on the ideas/issues that emerge across group

member comments rather than who said what. The research does not seek to praise or indict any
person or entity, rather to identify themes (relevant to the study focus) that are of particular
concern to teachers, in the case of this study, especially teachers in a particular geographic
region.
Educators from all content areas comprise the selected online groups. Both groups have
active educators and retired educators. Renegade Educator Group (REG) is a private closed
group on Facebook composed only of educators and contains close to 2,700 members.
Gatekeepers of the group screen potential members before admittance to the group. Once
admitted, they must adhere to strict rules about the privacy of group members and responses.
Teachers of Southern Sierra (TSS) is open to the public. When data collection commenced TSS
had 8800 members. At the end of data collection, over 300 new members had joined TSS. In
TSS, members and the comments they post are open for anyone to view, regardless of whether
one has a Facebook account or not. Member’s responses cannot be kept private, and there is a
chance that participants might be identified based on their textual comments and responses. All
efforts were made to de-identify the data to safeguard their information.
In REG, data was not collected from individuals who did not opt in for the research
study. Participants from the group were asked to volunteer for the video-mediated interviews. I
shared a general announcement in the group that articulated that I was a researcher conducting a
study. The post mentioned that only participants who agreed to be a part of the study will be
included in the results. Furthermore, the notice mentioned that any data provided by nonconsenting members will not be considered (Creswell & Poth, 2007). See Appendix A.
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I made a concerted attempt to diversify the participant pool by race, class, and gender to
allow for representativeness in the sample. This was done by collecting discourse from a variety
of posts about many topics over the course of data collection. The variety of posts allowed for
dimensions of teacher activism to be highlighted to identify if certain groups are more prone to
engage (Weiss, 1994). A diverse population of members currently utilize the groups, which
provided multiple viewpoints and experiences. The study did not specifically target teachers
within the Park County School District to be participants, but the majority of the members in
both groups were PCSD employees.
Participant Issues.
Researchers have noted that participants portray themselves differently when they are
aware their responses are being recorded (Hutchby, 2001a). This was apparent in REG with the
posting of the first call for participants. While the gatekeepers of the group were open to
members opting in to contribute to the research study, the initial post was met with only five
members of the group opting into the study and caused discourse in the group to be minimal.
This is a similar experience that Johnson, Lawson, and Ames (2018) encountered in their study,
where data collection almost ceased completely because group members felt violated. Because of
this lack of participants in REG, the majority of the data was collected from TSS due to the open
and public nature of the group. I did not receive the negative backlash that Johnson et al. (2018)
experienced, but the lack of members choosing to join the study was disheartening. I continued
to pursue participants because I wanted to allow REG, a group with an expectation of privacy,
the ability to share their experiences in a safe space and with the safeguards for protecting
member identities.
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Sampling Techniques
A convenience sampling technique is the basis for this study in order to increase
credibility and to allow for multiple voices to be heard (Antoun, Zhang, Conrad, & Schober,
2016). Two groups were selected with which specifically focused on educators and educational
issues that were geographically relevant. I observed discourse in both groups and discovered a
variety of participants ranging from in-service teachers to retired teachers, all ageranges/ethnicities/genders/experiences to be considered for the interviews. In the private group, I
approached participants for interviews by private message to maintain privacy from other
members of the group. Participants from REG also had the option of stating they were willing to
be interviewed on the initial consent form. Additionally, I used snowball sampling to gain
interview participants. Two participants posted in REG in an attempt to help the study gain
additional participants. I contacted possible interviewees only after they completed the initial
consent form. The sample population shows breadth and variety within the teaching field. The
data collected from the public group was of discourse only. Three of the interview participants
were members belonging to both REG and TSS.
Creswell (2007) explains “The idea behind qualitative research is to purposefully select
participants or sites (documents or visual material) that will best help the researcher understand
the problem and the research question” (p. 178). Facebook provided the opportunity to gather a
lot of participants with minimal barriers to their participation. Merriam (2009) echoes this idea
that and notes that using a convenience sampling during data collection can lead to richer data.
Data Collection and Management
Conversations, social justice events, and talk about activism occur through natural social
patterns, making it difficult to plan to observe a specific discourse event. Two strategies drove
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data collection: observations and interviews. Collecting data online is not a new concept, and its
use will continue to grow as more research is conducted (Gravlee, Maxwell, Jacobsohn, &
Bernard, 2018). The limitations section of this chapter will discuss challenges in collecting
online data.
Text-based content. Screen-captures made up the basis of the text-based online
discourse from participants collected from within the two groups over a period of three months.
Screen-captures are images of digital content, can and be comprised of text or visuals
(Haramundanis, 2011). The screen-captures of online discourse allowed a temporal and cultural
connection to be established for both the participants and social justice issues (Roth et al., 2018).
I am currently a non-participating member of the group, which enabled access to the data and to
the participants themselves. I read through the discourse while attempting to contain my biases
and opinions by identifying if I was feeling sentiments towards certain posts. During this I kept a
log of my feelings of the posts so I could separate my thoughts from the actual dataset. I also
engaged in reflexive journaling after sessions of collecting the screenshots to help mitigate bias,
so I was able to analyze the data using the theoretical frameworks as my lens (Creswell, 2016;
Spradley, 1979).
Video-mediated communication. This study looked specifically at participant’s online
behaviors; therefore, it seemed logical to conduct any “face-to-face” interviews using
technology. Video-mediated communication reduced the burden of participating in a traditional
interview, as participants were able to speak from a place they deemed comfortable to carry on a
conversation. Additionally, using this data collection method allowed for the advantage of
traditional synchronous discourse with participants (Schiffrin et al., 2001; Vanderveken, 2013).
Interviewees were able to use multiple devices to participate in this task. However, there were
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slight limitations in utilizing this technology. A poor Internet or cell phone connection can
impede the use of interviews via video. Furthermore, body language and gestures can help
provide nuances in communication, but communication via video only shows what is in the
camera frame, so possible visual data may be lost (Licoppe & Morel, 2012). Lastly, when faced
directly with an interviewer, participants may respond differently than when typing responses
safely behind a computer screen, especially when previous interactions between myself and the
participants have taken place within a text-based context. A semi-structured interview protocol
was used to gather data. See Appendix B.
Questionnaire. The survey instrument was a short questionnaire administered via
Qualtrics. See Appendix C. with open-ended questions for selected participants who do not want
to be interviewed directly but would still like to participate in the study (Bengtsson, 2016). This
questionnaire asked similar questions to the video-mediated interviews but allowed the
participant to respond in a text-based manner to specific questions. Participants had the ability to
answer any of the questions that they want to respond to without the pressure of being face-toface. Five participants completed the questionnaire.
Timeline. Data collection occurred a three-month period, with collection and analysis
occurring concurrently. Data collection began March 8, 2019 and concluded May 31, 2019. This
timeline allowed for educators who are in-service teachers to participate while school was
actively in session. This timeline also overlapped with Park County School District’s open
transfer period in March/April. This conscious choice of timeframe provided thick data regarding
teacher salaries, school-site teaching conditions, supervisory issues, discussions about charter
schools, among many other topics. The goal of this study was to provide multiple avenues and
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opportunities for participants to engage in asynchronous discourse. The following timeline is
provided in Table 1.

Table 1
Timeline for the Research Study
Dates
October 2018

Tasks
Complete IRB Process, develop interview
protocol and questionnaire.

March 8, 2019

Data collection begins.

March 8, 2019 – May 31, 2019:

Data collection period. Data includes
interviews, text, and questionnaires.

March 8, 2019 – May 31, 2019

Data collection occurs concurrently with a
preliminary data analysis.

May 1, 2019 – August 31, 2019

Data analysis for themes. Write up data
and implications.

Data Analysis
Data analysis for the study occurred concurrently with data collection (Creswell, 2016).
Inductive and deductive coding techniques provided the basis of my organization during data
analysis (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). As the collected data accrued, the application of codes
occurred. Most of the data collection happened asynchronously; therefore, a priori codes were
important (Creswell & Poth, 2007). The empiricism informed the theoretical codes from the
online discourse (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Data reduction techniques including constant
comparative analysis were used to develop themes (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). A discourse analysis
was be used to understand the social dynamics related to the cultural-historical and social justice
aspects (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Schiffrin et al., 2001; Spilioti, 2015).
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Discourse analysis. Following the model from Van Dijk (Leeuwen, 2015) I conducted a
discourse analysis of the data collected from the online forums to discover evidence of power
dynamics within online conversations (Foucault, 1980). Domains and taxonomies became a
useful organization tool to help give a more in-depth look at the interaction units within the
conversations in which participants are engaging (Schiffrin et al., 2001; Wiltfang & Berg, 1990).
Patterns were sought within discourse to discover themes and then linked the discovered themes
to social and educational theory using CHAT.
Discourse analysis allowed for the highlighting of codes within the conversation to
discover possible manipulations of beliefs and ideas (Leeuwen, 2015). Additionally,
conversation analysis, a more specific version of discourse analysis, was utilized to examine
online interactions to discover norms and practices in speech that exist in the online sphere
(Hutchby, 2001a; Meredith, 2017). Because interactions can be influenced by technology,
employing a critical discourse lens can provide insights into how teachers utilize online spaces to
dialogue and discuss (Hutchby, 2014).
Activity systems analysis. Supplementing the discourse analysis, an Activity Systems
Analysis (ASA) was applied. Humans play an essential role in knowledge construction (Roth et
al., 2018). Within this social knowledge construction, participants have responsibilities to fulfill,
including distribution of power, tasks, and responsibilities (Salomon, 1993). Cognition requires
both analysis and synthesis; online interactions allow users to respond in their own time (Lu &
Jeng, 2006; Meredith, 2017; Salomon, 1993). ASA also permitted the illumination of
disturbances, tensions, and moments of equilibrium (Salomon, 1993). Using ASA to analyze the
forums demonstrated how the participants shaped, and were shaped by, the discourse that
occurred.
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Ethical Considerations
I made all efforts to remain ethical during this research study. Specific efforts were made
to ensure the safety and privacy of participant information considering the general access to
online forums. To reiterate, the nature of REG provides some aspect of privacy as it is a closed
group, but TSS is open to the public. Participant identities were removed from all screen captures
to ensure the data was safeguarded to the highest extent.
To protect participants, I adhered to the protocols approved through the Institutional
Review Board to decrease any potential risks. See Appendices D - F. The Institutional Review
Board reviewed and approved the study before research began. See Appendix D. Participants
were informed of their rights relevant to participating in the study before any data was collected.
See Appendices E and F. The erasure of names and profile pictures occurred, during the data
collection and analysis process. Due to the inherent risks of speaking online, especially in an
open public group, the responses of participants were collected with safeguards in place. Data
was stored on a hard drive that was only accessible to me. That data will remain on the hard
drive for a period of five years. After that point the hard drive will be destroyed along with any
tangible research-related materials. Reflexivity was regularly practiced through the writing of
memo and thoughts after interviews and reading text-based data, to remove bias from the
analysis of the data (Agee, 2009).
Finally, by utilizing text-based data, interviews, and a questionnaire, the study
demonstrates an inherent trustworthiness due to triangulation and member-checking (Flick,
2007; Wiltfang & Berg, 1990). Triangulation helped ensure that “threats to validity” did not
occur (Berg, 1995, p. 5). Interview participants had the option to read over responses from the
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collected data to ensure that their information reflected and highlighted their thoughts
appropriately.
To mitigate incidences of researcher bias, I recognized that my experiential lens provides
the basis for the data collected and analyzed. Reflexive journaling helped mitigate positions of
bias during this process to ensure the data had a chance to speak without my voice behind it.. The
reflexive journaling involved writing down thoughts and feelings as during data collection and
data analysis. (Creswell, 2016; Kozinets, 2012). The content of the reflective journal often
included my thoughts about the data, my sentiments about the topics being discussed, and at
times identified participants that were encouraging discourse. All topics discussed in the
Facebook groups became part of the data set, as all posts seemed important and might include
pertinent information. The findings were also reviewed with the chair of this dissertation
document, to ensure that particular aspects of my lens were accounted for in the analysis.
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
Discussions about sensitive topics can often be difficult (Baltodano, 2015; Lawrence,
2005). A high level of trust and respect was sought during the data collection. It is my desire that
the information collected from this research study will provide a better understanding of how
educators participate in online communities.
The nature of this study looked to understand how teachers in Sierra were utilizing
Facebook communities to discuss social issues. On the message boards, teachers displayed a
variety of sentiments through text, images, and videos. The internal processes of emotion are
exceptionally difficult to see. Sentiments are especially difficult to decipher when only dealing
with a textual context (Hutchby, 2001c). It is additionally challenging to measure how people
form meaning through discourse (Baumeister, 2003; Vanderveken, 2013). Therefore, it was
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imperative that interviews with participants take place to gain insight into these processes. The
physicality of a visual interview brought depth and understanding to the study. An added
limitation of the study was the sample size. The sample pool for text-based discourse was quite
large. REG had over 2000 members and TSS had 9000 members. In order to allow for a variety
of experiences and viewpoints, I looked to provide a diverse participant pool without getting
overwhelmed by the amount of data.
Initially, the study of both online and offline activism was the intention of my research.
Due to time constraints, and the nature of social activism, the evolution of this process was not
entirely. A future study to look at the dynamic of bringing online activism into the classroom
will eventually be conducted.
Chapter Summary
This chapter outlined the approach to the research study of how teachers in Sierra are
engaging in the promotion of social and governmental resistance or compliance. Specifically,
this chapter articulated the chosen research method of the research study, the role of the
researcher, the limitations of the study, and crucial ethical considerations. Chapter 4 will discuss
the results of the study and Chapter 5 will discuss the implications of the data collected.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Chapter 1 introduced the study and the importance of studying teachers engaging on
social media. Chapter 2 reviewed the literature that informed the foundations of this study.
Chapter 3 articulated the methodology the study utilized. This chapter presents the findings of
the study. There were several themes that were discovered during data collection and analysis.
Filters of social justice and equity were applied to the study based on the research questions,
which facilitated the collection of only the online discourse that complied with those themes.
This chapter will discuss the findings, demonstrating that the online space allows teachers to
form a collective. The results of this study, while supported by peer-reviewed literature, also fills
an inherent gap in the research that has previously been done on this topic. A Cultural Historical
(CHAT) framework analysis will follow, demonstrating how the themes are bound and situated
within the confines of collective action (L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013).
The Case of Ethnography
This study demonstrates how the “case” of ethnography is bounded. To understand
experience and themes within these particular bounded systems, the cases are the two Facebook
groups (Creswell & Poth, 2007; Merriam, 2009). The private group, Renegade Educator Group
(REG) provided a vantaged view into a space on the Internet that relies solely on the discourse of
its participants to stay viable. Through this case, I was able to see that REG, maintaining a firm
expectation of privacy, teachers were reluctant to have their responses collected, even for a
research project for a self-proclaimed member of the group. In the public group, Teachers in
Southern Sierra (TSS), the dynamics of the case differed from the private group, in that there was
no expectation of privacy and members of this group did not withhold from sharing their
opinions on controversial matters. SERIATION FIX The themes discovered fell within three
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themes: (a) Educator (Dis)Satisfaction, (b) Collective Action, and (c) Moments of Sharing.
These themes will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
Restatement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to discover how teachers in Sierra were using Facebook to
discuss issues of social justice and collective action. These findings, made through an in-depth
collection of online discourse, were used to form themes based on the conversations and
interactions between teachers. This study does not presume to generalize that all online
experiences of teachers participating in educator communities will demonstrate the same themes.
Rather, this study is intended to highlight how teachers in southern Sierra are engaging in critical
discourse about issues facing teachers, students, parents, and the system of education.
Participant Dynamics
This study focused on teachers participating in two communities on Facebook, one
private and one public. Pseudonyms are used to protect the members of the groups and the
communities themselves. The private community, Renegade Educator Group (REG), included
six participants that opted into the study via a survey instrument. The public community,
Teachers in Southern Sierra (TSS), featured over 9000 members, but only approximately 600
were active on the message boards. Participants of both groups comprised an array of
intersecting identities related to gender, race, sexuality, and socioeconomic status. These aspects
of identities were revealed only through the discourse gathered during data collection. The
following pseudonyms are provided:
•

Public Group – Teachers of Southern Sierra (TSS)

•

Private Group – Renegade Educator Group (REG)

•

Local school District – Park County School District (PCSD)
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•

Local educator association – Park County Educator’s Association (PCEA)

The Renegade Educators Group
The private Facebook group offered some resistance when I presented myself as a
participant-researcher. Per the recommendation of the Institutional Review Board I required
participants from this group to opt into the study via a consent process using an instrument in
Qualtrics. See Appendix C. Only six members of this group completed the consent process, even
after multiple attempts to encourage others to join the study. I collected some data from this
group and was able to conduct two interviews, the transcripts of which I transcribed and coded
for themes. The discourse data collected through screen captures only included data where the
consented participants either posted something to share with the group or commented on a post.
No data was collected from anyone who did not consent. The resistance from REG aligns with
previously conducted research regarding the ethical implications on collecting data in private
groups on social media and the expectations of privacy that users have in specific spaces
(Johnson et al., 2018).
At the onset of data collection, I experienced negative pushback from REG. Members of
the private group were concerned about the implications to their discourse of being observed and
recorded and the possible privacy issues that might arise. Researching participant discourse on
social media is a relatively new field of study. With the recent breach of privacy of Facebook
analytics for advertising purposes, the general public is wary of the possible collection of
personal information (Gralla, 2019). As Johnson, Lawson, and Ames (2018) discovered in their
study of a private Facebook group of military partners in Australia, resistance from members
almost halted the entirety of their study simply due to their announced intention to collect data
from the group. The resistance from REG did not cease data collection for the study, but due to
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the lack of response to the call for participants, I had minimal participation from this group. The
participant interviews from this group yielded similar results to the public group, in that teachers
are concerned about the stagnation of salary and benefits but are also wanting to be a part of
collective action. Because of this minimal participation, the majority of the data represented here
will be from the public Facebook group.
Teachers of Southern Sierra
Teachers of Southern Sierra (TSS) is an open and public Facebook group. TSS provided
the majority of the data for this research study. With no gatekeepers in the group, members had
the ability to post any content they wanted, without consequence. The members in this group
discussed topics ranging from salary to curriculum to advertisements for their small business to
questions regarding health insurance. When certain posts became controversial and heated,
members often negatively commented about the lack of group administrators or gatekeepers, or
reminded others that the posts were not monitored, so members should be wary. Many of the
educators in this group belonged to Park County School District, but the study was not
specifically targeting that district.
In a concerted effort to protect the educators in the Facebook group and for the purposes
of this study, the local school district will be referred to as Park County School District (PCSD).
Many of the members of TSS and REG worked for PCSD. The local school district was not the
focus of the study, but many of the themes presented in this study represent the underlying
sentiments of these employees. The school district in southern Sierra has over 18,000 licensed
personnel and services over 320,000 students (“Park County School District: Fast facts,” 2018).
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Integral Definitions
Due to the relatively new technology and terms that online communities use, it is
important to provide definition for the reader. The chapter includes the following pieces of data:
posts, comments, replies, images, memes, and videos.
Posts
Posts represent when a participant has posted an initial topic for the group to discuss. These
pieces of data can invite diverse discourse from a variety of participants or can be of little
interest to the community.
Comments and Replies
For the purposes of this study, comments and replies are responses to an initial post.
Comments consisted of text responses, image responses, or video responses. All comments
collected during data collection were considered a part of the data.
Media
There were several forms of media that were shared in both Facebook communities.
Images consisted of screenshots taken from users in the Facebook communities, pictures of
celebrities in various states of emotion, cartoon images to show an expression, and memes. The
images, which will be presented later in the chapter, were usually images that participants used
to share important information. The celebrity images allowed users to relay piece of popular
culture while demonstrating an emotion to the group. Cartoons consisted of images provided by
the Facebook platform, where users could choose from a variety of characters in various states of
emotion. Finally, the videos that users shared contained both audio and sound and generally
provided a link to users that would take them off Facebook to view the content.
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Findings
The data collected for this study provided a window into the views of teachers in Sierra.
As previously stated, three main themes were uncovered during data collection and analysis (a)
Educator Satisfaction, (b) Collective Action, and (c) Moments of Sharing. This section will
discuss the themes and then will break down the themes to show examples of how teachers are
exerting agency in the digital space. The following table describes the findings in a more concise
format. See Table 2.
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Table 2.
Data Analysis for Teachers of Southern Nevada and Renegade Educator Group
Types of
Evidence
Themes
Discourse
Posts and images
Frequency of posts regarding salary.
Educator
about salaries
Satisfaction

Dress code
policies

Links made to legislation being
presented at the state level and the
lack of raises in a decade.

School Safety

Word frequency, participant reactions,
images used to show reactions.
Connection to gun control discourse
and school safety issues.
Activity Systems analysis shows
sustainability.

Teacher Rally

Teacher Strike

Word frequency and participant
discourse.

Fund Our Schools

Images shared to promote discourse and
rallies.

Anti-Association

Participants shared their views on the
bullying tactics of the union.
Frequency of the number of times
participants shared websites.

Websites

Images to Show
Expression

Frequency in responses to posts to share
emotion or expression.

Screenshots

Used to share information with the
group.

News Articles

Cultural Historical Activity Theory used
to link add historical and social
context to the posts.

Digital Discourse

Emojis and reactions to posts.
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Collective Action

Moments of
Sharing

Educator Satisfaction
In 2013, the MetLife Foundation conducted a survey looking at career satisfaction of
teachers. This survey indicated that American teachers were experiencing the lowest sense of
satisfaction in over 25 years (MetLife, 2012; Sun & Xia, 2018). Sun and Xia (2018) found that
teachers experienced more overall job satisfaction when they had more of a voice in the
decision-making processes at their schools. Teachers in both REG and TSS routinely discussed
being unhappy with the profession, with many stating they were leaving the profession altogether
at the end of the current school year. Participants voiced these sentiments, citing the time it takes
to prepare curriculum and lessons, along with the time spent on extra duties before and after
school hours. These extra duties included being advisors to clubs, sports teams, and participating
in Site-Based Collaboration Time (SBCT). SBCT required teachers to collaborate with gradelevel colleagues during the school day from time that was specifically set aside, or banked,
where students would not attend, and teachers would use this time to participate in professional
development only. Other posts of unhappiness showed up in discussions of salaries, insurance
issues, and disciplinary problems with students.
During data collection, assembly bills were being presented to the Sierra Senate
regarding raises for teachers, support staff, and librarians. Sentiments flared when members
posted about salaries, policies, and school safety.
Salaries or “Damn those rich teachers and their ’98 Camrys.” Over 70 posts,
comments, and replies surrounded the theme of teacher salaries and lack of movement in teacher
raises the last few years. Teachers shared through posts, comments, and replies their sentiments
about the current budget that was in the legislature at the time of this study. During data
collection, the current budget for education in this particular area of the country was facing a
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shortfall of over 50 million dollars. See Figure 3. This figure was the main post to spark a
discussion about the lack of raises for public employees in Sierra. This budget shortfall was
going to deprive teachers a raise, which would mean teachers in Sierra had not received a
significant raise in almost a decade (Maldonado, Bartels, & DeLancey, 2019).

Figure 3. Image of teachers rallying for better teacher salaries. The sign depicted reads “Damn
those rich teachers and their ’98 Camrys”, making a joke about how teachers often drive cars that
are older than the students they teach because they lack the funds to purchase newer vehicles.

The image above is just one example of teachers speaking out against the lack of funding
teachers often face. Teachers holding posters and speaking out against poor funding models not
unique to the state of Sierra, supporting that this issue of inadequate funding can be found in
other areas of the United States (Biddle & Berliner, 2002; Broadley, 2014; Rothstein, 2000). The
average teacher salary in the United States is $60,000 (Kiersz & Perino Au, 2019). Upon further
investigation, Kiersz and Perino Au (2019) found “While the nominal teacher salary has
increased over the last couple decades, when adjusted for inflation, average salary has dropped
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over time — about 1.3% lower than the $61,275 (in 2017-18 dollars) average in the 1999-2000
school year (p.1)”.
Eighteen articles were shared promoting support for AB 277, an assembly bill which
would allow the school board to start a fund to provide yearly raises for teachers. The
discussions swirled around support staff, their value, and their lack of salary raises in recent
years as well. Posts about raises and salary stagnation were primary concerns present in both
Facebook groups, which eventually led to discussions about a possible teacher strike for the
beginning of the 2019-2020 school year. See Figure 4. The initial post discussed the possible
passing of the assembly and the ramifications for its passage. Participants were skeptical, at best,
about such legislation becoming reality.
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Figure 4. Discourse about a possible teacher strike.

Figure 4 demonstrates how even within one topic of conversation; the responses can vary
greatly between positive and negative. Participants were quick to point out that there has been a
lack of a raise in ten years, lending to the overall sense of educator dissatisfaction. The lack of
raises for teacher salaries can be found in other areas of the United States as well (Berkovich,
2011; Rothstein, 2000; Walsh, 2018b).
One participant encouraged the group that if they were unhappy with the timeline to see
the passage of such legislation, then they should find ways to be more involved in the process.
Another responded that they have indeed participated but are still waiting for a raise. The
skepticism and frustration of participants is evident in this small exchange.
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Policies. Several policies instituted by PCSD were actively debated in the TSS
community. One post about the dress code generated 219 comments and replies, with members
giving their opinions on the policy, asserting that dress code policies are gendered in scope, and
giving anecdotes of their own experiences with the dress code. This post brought up comments
about both racism and sexism, with many of the members voicing their concerns about specific
PCSD policies and instances of teachers not adhering to the dress code.
This post also demonstrated another aspect of participating on the Internet: users are
more likely to engage with posts that have previously generated a lot of traffic (i.e. comments,
replies, likes, etc.) (Sherman, Payton, Hernandez, Greenfield, & Dapretto, 2016). The number of
comments and replies on this post was second only to one other post regarding the strike that
would affect teachers in PCSD, which generated 229 comments and replies regarding.
Another policy issue surrounded the idea of using social media to keep in contact with
students. A member posed a question to the group regarding the appropriateness of being
associated with students on social media. See Figure 5. This figure allowed the participant to add
an image to the background of their post, which is a method to draw attention to it on the
message board. This is a feature Facebook instituted in 2018 in order for users to have
customization and personalization with their posts.
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Figure 5. A question posed to TSS regarding befriending students on social media. This query
caused many members in the group to offer their opinions regarding personal contact with
students on social media, most of the opinions were negative in scope.

Other members of the group immediately responded, many simply commenting with
“No” or “Nope”. These responses occurred for a total of 91 comments and 5 replies, all negative
in scope. Other teachers, using memes or images to show expression, posted pictures of their
disagreement about associating with students on social media. See Figure 6.
Teachers responded negatively to the question about friending students on social media,
with a few even choosing to have celebrities demonstrate the emotion of the participant. This
negative form of discourse aligns with a sentiment analysis performed by Lucia, Akcora, and
Ferrari (2013). Additionally, Lucia, Akcora, and Ferrari (2013) found that the propagation of
negative support regarding the main post was able to reach larger audiences because of the large
reaction the group has to that post. The group mentality demonstrated from this one post alone
shows how when a community is interested in a topic and the topic is considered polarizing, the
participants are more likely to engage in modes of self-preservation in order to avoid conflict
(Rui & Stefanone, 2013).
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Figure 6. An image to express opinions posted within the discourse about befriending students
on social media.

Images to show expression were used throughout the data, which will be discussed in a
later section. Images provide users with a quick method to share their emotions. The use of
images containing messages from popular culture were also present, as in this case with the
image of Will Ferrell, a popular comedian.
School safety. The issue of school safety was not only present as discourse In the
Facebook community. During data collection three school shootings took place. The first was at
the University of North Carolina, where 2 students were killed, the second was at STEM School
Highlands Ranch in Colorado, and the third was at Savannah State University in Georgia
(Bosman, 2019). Participants in TSS discussed the issue of discipline, weapons, and drugs on
campuses in PCSD.
The question of arming teachers was posed on the discussion board in TSS. Members
immediately started responding to main posts about this issue, indicating that teaching have
quick access to weapons was not a solution to the problem of school shootings. See Figure 7.
Figure 5 demonstrates how the responses varied from agreement to disagreement on the arming
of teachers.
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Figure 7. Responses from participants about arming teachers, in response to a question posed to
the group.

In another instance, a news article was shared about a training exercise conducted at a
school in Florida, mentioning how a teacher was shot with rubber bullets helping students and
staff to practice for an active shooter situation. See Figure 8. The teacher was injured by the
impact of the bullets as a result of this training exercise. The reporting of this injury cited in the
article caused an outcry on the Facebook message board with members asking how far teachers
are willing to go to protect their students and questioning how safe their school sites really are.
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Figure 8. An article was shared about a teacher who was harmed during an active shooter drill.

One particular comment on another post about arming teachers brought up the issue of
race. See Figure 9. The original post about arming teachers generated 58 comments, but only one
member of the group brought up the dynamic of race and how teachers are not discussing some
of the possible motivating factors for increasing school security. The conversation eventually
evolved into 2nd amendment rights. See Figure 10.
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Figure 9. A comment about race in response to an article posted about school safety.

Figure 10. A comment conveying that safety is up to the individual to carry weapons on their
person.

Bullying also appeared under the topic of school safety. Members discussed bullying
issues at their school sites, but also brought up that sometimes it seemed difficult to stop the
bullying they were witnessing. One member brought up that they would rather lose their job than
let a student be bullied. See Figure 11. School safety remains a concern, not just to TSS, but also
to the country, as anywhere from 30-80 percent of students have experienced some form of
victimization (Hymel & Swearer, 2015).

Figure 11. A member sharing that they would rather lose their job than let a student be bullied.
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Overall, members were greatly concerned about the safety of their students and the safety
of themselves. The discourse about school safety also supports the findings from Keller (1999),
showing that teachers discuss topics that are concerning to them but can also lead to toxic and
negative discourse. Additionally, the discourse demonstrated here is evidence of teachers
experiencing and not simply venting their emotions. Participants in both groups agreed that
student safety affects student learning and there needs to be action to address the problem.
Conversely, there were minimal solutions discussed on how to change the nature of school
safety.
Collective Action
Collective action took multiple forms within the online space. As a reminder, this
research study used the following definition for collective action: action(s) taken by a group of
people with a common goal to change their social status or the status of others. This section will
articulate the four types of collective action that participants discussed and how they attempted to
enact agency: 1) Teacher rally, 2) Teacher strike, 3) Consequences for striking, and 4) Working
the contract.
Teacher rally. During data collection, a rally for teachers in Sierra fighting for higher
salaries took place on April 27, 2019. Multiple posts were created promoting the rally and the
possible group benefits for attending. In TSS, proponents of the rally were often members of the
educational organization that worked with the local school district for collective bargaining
purposes. A total of 45 incidences of the rally were mentioned during online discourse. Teachers
often debated the merits of a rally, the necessity of a rally, and if such an event would be a safe
place to bring their own children. Members that were heavily promoting the rally often shared
images of a calendar with the date of the rally circled in red. Other shared items that were links
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to a website promoting the rally or screenshots from users’ twitter accounts discussing the need
for the rally. The use of a rally is considered a non-violent response to repression, as
demonstrated in the discussion of the literature (Chenoweth & Perkoski, 2017; DeMeritt, 2016).
The rally provided a way for participants to take the discourse into the real world and promote
their cause against governmental decisions and policy.
The discourse about the rally varied in how members received the information. Some
members were positive about the rally, stating that their family would even be attending. See
Figure 12. In contrast, other members were not as receptive to the idea of a rally. See Figure 13.
These comments features members discussing the possible safety issues regarding a rally, as well
as the possible professional repercussions that could occur.

Figure 12. A comment from a member sharing that their family will also be attending the rally
on April 27, 2019.

Figure 13. A member discussing the consequences of a possible strike and reasons they will not
support the rally.
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The discourse often varied for and against the merits of attending a rally and if holding a
rally would have any effect on the state of the district. Within a single post there could be equal
amounts of agreement and support of a rally as there was distrust that a rally was worth
attending. At the time that I was finalizing this dissertation, during Fall 2019, teachers in PCSD
were organizing additional rallies and there was added support from the community, along with
government officials.
Teacher strike. Members of TSS discussed going on strike and the consequences of
striking over 150 times. The incidences of discourse surrounding a strike were always in relation
to Assembly Bill 227, which articulates that the school boards for school districts in Sierra, in an
effort to recruit and retain teachers, should keep a certain amount of money available to increase
teacher salaries (“Sierra assembly bill 277,” 2019). The bill was introduced to the Sierra
legislature and was moved to the Ways and Means Committee in March of 2019. No further
action had been taken at the conclusion of the study. Many members promoted AB 277 by
posting a website with information on the bill or by encouraging members in the group to contact
their legislators.
The talk about striking during data collection first appeared on March 25, 2019, though
this concept is not novel to this region of the country. Teachers in Los Angeles, California went
on strike early in 2019 after negotiations failed to raise salaries and reduce class sizes (Reilly,
2019). The year 2018 saw almost 400, 000 educators from West Virginia, Oklahoma, Kentucky,
Arizona, Colorado, and North Carolina going on strike to demand salary increases and better
working conditions (Van Dam, 2019). All of these collective demonstrations, some lasting for
weeks, support that teachers want change to begin with their wallets.
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Reasons for a possible strike in PCSD included the stagnation of wages for the past three
years, lack of funds for basic classroom supplies, and the overcrowding of classrooms. With that
one word being mentioned, members began discussing the benefits and possible consequences of
striking. There was also discourse that persisted about the bullying tactics of the local education
association attempting to persuade members to join in for a possible strike. Certain members
were reluctant to join in on discourse surrounding strike, citing legislation in Sierra that makes
striking an illegal act, and punishable by firing, for public employees (SRS § 288.260, 1969).
The posts about strikes continued for the duration of data collection. Three months after the
conclusion of data collection, teachers in PCSD had proposed a strike to take place on September
10, 2019 if demands of the proposed contract were not met.
The content of the strike posts ranged from one-word responses in agreement such as
“agree!” to much more colorful responses like “We need our lawmakers to hear us loud and
clear!” Many members posted memes about striking, or shared pictures of expression to show
their thoughts on the strike. These images ranged from a Snoopy nodding his head to Bill Nye
(the science guy) with large white lettering saying “We can do this, people!” See Figure 14.
In contrast, there were 68 incidences of anti-strike rhetoric. See Figure 15. Members
discussed the consequences of a strike and even shared examples of repercussions to the striking
of public employees in the state of Sierra. Many teachers discussed that they could not risk
losing their jobs or having a break in pay when they have medical costs and dependents for
which to care. Other examples regarding anti-strike discourse showed aspects of fear that there
would be professional backlash. Phrases such as “don’t cross the picket line” and “scab” came
up, often from pro-strike members responding to comments about sitting out from the strike.
Another participant brought up the point that the collective bargaining unit does not have a strike
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fund to support striking teachers, thus creating a financial burden on them for walking out. See
Figure 16.

Figure 14. A picture to show expression in support of the possible teacher strike. This image is
of Bill Nye, the Science Guy giving words of encouragement. The image was originally
animated, but due to the limitation of screen captures, this is the frame I chose to include.

Figure 15. A comment to show that certain members were reluctant to join in on the possible
teacher strike. Members often cited the lack of financial instability if teachers were to strike.
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Figure 16. A participant citing reasons why they will not be participating in the possibly strike.
This participant discussed the lack of a strike fund to support teachers going on strike, making
such a task unsustainable.

The strike discourse remained a polarizing topic through the course of data collection and
through the writeup of this dissertation. Teachers were frustrated with the bargaining
organizations representing teachers and upset with the lack of movement for policy in the
district. At the start of the 2019-2020 school year, teachers were visibly taking the strike
discourse off of Facebook and showing up at rallies and school board meetings to protest the lack
of salary increase proposed by the district.
Fund our schools. Educators across the state began wearing buttons with the phrase
“Fund Our Schools” as a precursor to the rally held on April 27, 2019. During data collection,
members of the group posted images of these buttons or images simply displaying the text in red,
which is a color that represents teachers wanting salary raises and better health benefits (NEA,
2019). Specific members would intersperse the “Fund Our Schools” images between discourse
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as a way to remind people that they have the ability to participate in collective action, rather than
simply discuss the matter. See Figure 17. The term “Fund Our Schools” came up a total of 11
times, but the idea of funding was mentioned 52 times. Funding was referred to as better salaries
for teaches, better environmental working conditions in the school buildings, and better school
supplies for both teachers and students.

Figure 17. Image of the rally on April 27, 2019 with “Fund Our Schools” posters.

The “Fund Our Schools” posters and online images is an example of how teachers are
using both the online space and public spaces to share their message. It essentially answers both
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of the research questions of the study, What forms of social and governmental discourses are
Sierra educators enacting in Facebook communities? and What modes are teachers utilizing to
move social and governmental discourses into the classroom? which will discussed further in
Chapter 5.
Anti-Association. The discourse surrounding the Park County Education Association
(PCEA) provided rich data on the discussion boards. There were 96 mentions of the PCEA that
were positive in nature and 78 instances of rhetoric that were coded as anti-PCEA. Participants
highlighted the negative factors of the PCEA and how promises were made in the past and were
not upheld. Other participants mentioned how organizational administrators attempted to bully
members into participating in actions that would put their jobs in jeopardy. An example of this is
a news release put out on May 12, 2019 that indicated the educators in the school district have
voted and decided to authorize a strike, citing that 78% of the voting body agreed to this. That
post generated 229 responses, many of which pushed back against the percentage statistic
provided by the PCEA in the memo. One respondent said “smoke and mirrors,” while others
joined in by saying that teachers should not strike, but they should instead stop performing extra
duties and only work during their contracted times. Another response suggested a day that all
teachers call out of work on the same day. See Figure 18. Other members cited the Sierra
Revised Statutes 391, which states that educators holding a license in the state of Sierra are
considered a public employee. By this definition, public educators in Sierra, regardless of school
district or charter, are beholden to the SRS 288, which does not permit public employees to
strike.
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Figure 18. An image depicting discourse about collectively performing an action that would
show solidarity. The action cited here would be called a “blue” sick day, where a large amount of
people are absent from work on the same day.

Moments of Sharing
Through the course of data collection, I noted how information was being shared in the
two Facebook groups as a way to see which forms of social and governmental resistance teachers
were utilizing. The following modes for sharing produced the most robust content, and
demonstrated the concept, that Androutsopoulos (2014) called “moments of sharing” (p.5).
These moments allowed users to distribute information in visual ways, showing how we have
changed how we communicate (Androutsopoulos, 2014; Bou-Franch & Garcés-Conejos
Blitvich, 2014). The data collected for this study demonstrated evidence that there are several
forms for sharing information via media other than typical text. Those modes were: 1) websites,
2) images to show expression, 3) screenshots, and 4) news articles.
Websites. Over the course of data collection, websites were shared 62 times in both
groups. The website content ranged from information about the upcoming education rally to
emailing legislators to a blog run by the local teacher association, the Park County Educator
Association. Replies to the posting of these websites occurred, but with no apparent pattern, as
the topics varied. The websites would take users away from Facebook to external sites.
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In addition to typical websites to direct people to information, members also shared
videos that would bring them to sites such as YouTube, legislation webpages for the state of
Sierra, or wiki pages to clarify information or provide definitions. See Figure 19. The websites
generally contained an “anchoring caption” (Androutsopoulos, 2014, p. 10), allowing users to
see where the video or link would lead and what subject the video would be discussing.

Figure 19. An example of a member sharing a video. The video would route users to YouTube.
The video blatantly calls out a specific elementary school within the Park County School District
for bullying, demonstrating an overlap of digital media and a theme previously discussed in this
chapter.

Images to show expression. One way that participants chose to share in the TSS
Facebook group conversations was to use images that demonstrated their sentiments about a
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topic. These images ranged widely, showing emotion such as surprise, See Figure 20, and
happiness, See Figure 21. Others shared images showing a sense of agreement. See Figure 22.
The images allowed users to participate without requiring a large time commitment to provide a
textual response to the post.

Figure 20. An image shared in response to a member posting about the local union. Celebrity
images were used often to show emotion rather than the user writing the emotion they were
attempting to display.
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Figure 21. An image shared to show agreement and happiness with the discourse of the post.

Figure 22. An image shared to show agreement to other comments posted in the discourse. The
image shown here is a meme depicting the show The Big Bang Theory. The picture was shared
to show agreement to the previous post of a member telling the group to worry more about her
teaching style than her dressing style.

A post about the topic of befriending students on social media generated several image
responses in place of textual responses, as previously discussed in this chapter, demonstrating
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that teachers using social media are taking advantage of the tools available to them to participate
in rhetoric (Berkovich, 2011). Leeuwen (2015) cites that image-related messages began to show
up more frequently in content that gains a lot of attention, giving the sharing of images a sociohistorical context. The sharing of these images also gives temporal significance, as the images
displayed are currently relevant in popular culture, therefore members can relate to them or
understand their origins.
Screenshots. One of the most common ways to share media on social networking sites
are screenshots, which are images taken directly from a user’s computer/phone screen. This
allows users to directly share the content they are seeing without having to relay the information
through description. The screenshots shared included emails sent to district employees, discourse
between members, and one series of screenshots focused solely on the need for more funding
while disparaging the administrators and board members of the district for having salaries over
$100,000. See Figure 23.
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Figure 23. An educator emailed his/her thoughts to many members of the district. A participant
took screenshots of the email and shared it with the public Facebook group TSS.

A post about the topic of befriending students on social media generated several image
responses in place of textual responses, demonstrating that teachers using social media are taking
advantage of the tools available to them to participate in rhetoric (Berkovich, 2011). Leeuwen
(2015) cites that image-related messages began to show up more frequently in content that gains
a lot of attention, giving the sharing of images a socio-historical context.
News articles. During data collection, users from both the public and private groups
shared news articles pertaining to school safety, teacher salaries, and incidents that occurred in
the school district. Participants commented on these articles in a variety of ways. One article that
received notable attention was focused on the governor of the state promising to fund teacher
raises in the current legislative session. See Figure 24.
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Figure 24. The governor of the state of Sierra demanding that the PCSD include raises for
teachers in the budget.

Additionally, participants began to share articles to debate the merits of the educational
association that has over 3 million members nationally (PCEA, 2019). Local member numbers
held at approximately 11,000 during the time of data collection. Many self-proclaimed members
of the association began discussing the merits of being part of this organization, while other
participants of the forum contributed what was coded as anti-association posts. The antiassociation posts showed up 78 times during data collection, with many participants discussing
how they used to belong to the association but withdrew their membership after too many broken
promises occurred. See Figure 25.
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Figure 25. A member in TSS sharing a news article about their distrust of the union due to past
transgressions with money mismanagement.

Digital discourse. Participants in both Facebook groups showed typical incidents of
discourse, including turn-taking and talk-in-interaction (Sacks & Jefferson, 1992). Participants
also adopted ways of communication that are characteristic of online spaces, e.g., by offering an
emoji to serve as a response to a post, or by using single words to express their agreement or
non-agreement with a topic or post. See Figure 26.

Figure 26. An example of using a one-word response in a Facebook community.
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Other modes of discourse were used to share information. For example, hashtags were a
popular method to promote the sharing of pertinent information. See Figure 27. Another method
was to show agreement or disagreement by using a sticker. A sticker is an image that can convey
a thought to the group without words. See Figure 28. Facebook contains a set of stickers that are
free to users, or users can buy additional stickers for a fee. Additionally, participants were able to
show agreement or disagreement to a topic by assigning an emoji to it. See Figure 29.

Figure 27. Hashtags are used to help users share information.

Figure 28. An example of a user responding with a Facebook sticker to show agreement. The
original post reflected on how local judges have received a raise, but educators should also be
included.
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Figure 29. Fifty users interacted with the post above by using an emoji reaction, provided by
Facebook. This also provide an addition example of a user sharing a new article.

The types of discourse presented here represents the new ways in which we
communicate. Meaning and messages can now be conveyed through a series of images, rather
than through language. This can be related back to the literature in Chapter 2, where images can
“coopt the visual as part of the text” (Murray, 2000, p. 47).
Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the findings of the research study. These findings included
explanation of the three main themes discovered during data collection and extrapolated on those
themes to provide examples from the data set. Chapter 5 will provide a discussion of the findings
in relation to the research questions. The following chapter will also discuss the implications and
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significance of the study, especially in relation to educators and students. Additionally, the
limitations of the study are iterated and suggestions for future research are offered.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Chapter 1 introduced the study. Chapter 2 provided the research to help support the need
for such a study. Chapter 3 provided the methodological foundations for the study. Chapter 4
provided the results of the study. This chapter will discuss the connections between the
theoretical foundations and the two research questions 1) What forms of social and governmental
discourses are Sierra educators enacting in online forums on social media? and 2) What modes
are teachers utilizing to move social and governmental discourses into the classroom? An
analysis of the historicity of collective action in connection to teachers engaging online will be
provided. Additionally, implications of the collected results and recommendations for educators
and education will be made.
Study Challenges
Studying two Facebook groups with differing privacy settings held its inherent
challenges. In an effort to protect the participants in this research study, the following
pseudonyms are provided:
•

Public Group – Teachers of Southern Sierra (TSS)

•

Private Group – Renegade Educator Group (REG)

•

Local school District – Park County School District (PCSD)

•

Local educator association – Park County Educator’s Association (PCEA)
The private group, REG, was very resistant to being included in the study. The

gatekeepers, or admins, for the group appeared amenable to the idea of the research study when I
first approached them with the description and scope. I posted an initial announcement in REG
describing the need for participants and the type of data I was looking to collect. I received one
participant through that method and was able to conduct one interview. The one participant
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posted a plea to the group and due to that assistance, 5 additional participants joined and 2 more
interviews were conducted. The majority group was very reluctant to have their discourse
captured, even though I provided multiple assurances that their privacy would be protected.
This experience with the private group is not dissimilar to that of other researchers
studying the dynamics of communities on social media. Johnson, Lawson, and Ames (2018)
found that community members can even become hostile at the idea that their posts and
responses might be used for a research study and even called into question the ethics of their own
study. While I did not question the ethics of the methods articulated for this study, I did
experience mild levels of frustration that the gatekeepers of the group were open to having a
researcher collect data, but were unwilling to encourage other members to participate, nor were
any of the admins willing to be participants.
The public group, TSS, provided most of the data for this research study. With this group,
I was able to get a clear idea of the issues that were important to teachers in Southern Sierra. Due
to the public nature of the group, the institutional Internal Review Board did not require an
announcement of my presence or obtain consent. This enabled access to hundreds of posts and
thousands of comments regarding topics ranging from teacher salaries to pedagogy to school
safety. Other topics occurred in the group, but data was collected only for those topics that
pertained to the actual study.
Critical Multiculturalism
While this study set out to look for incidences of multiculturalism in action, I found that
teachers were engaging with what Habermas (as cited in Baumeister, 2003) calls “thin
multiculturalism (p. 741).” Thin multiculturalism allows members of a group to subscribe to a set
of liberal values. This allows members of a group to essentially assert that aspects of the group
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should be protected as these aspects function as a way for the group to persevere but does not
promote that members should lose their individuality. This aspect came about when teachers
were discussing the possible teacher strike. The majority of members of TSS generally agreed
that teachers deserved raises, with responses like “where is our raise?”, but many others, (a total
of 68 responses) did not agree that going on strike would lead to change. Members of the group
exchanged comments and replies citing a need for change with the system itself, but only a
handful of participants voiced that they were willing to sacrifice their livelihoods for that change.
There were comments and posts that discussed aspects of diversity, such as race, gender,
and identity, including one post that received feedback from participants. This post was about a
school board member who used an offensive comment during an open-to-the-public school board
meeting. The school board member used the term “colored students” which caused several
people attending the school board meeting to exit the room (Seeman & Forest, 2019). That
incident and the subsequent Facebook post began a dialogue about the term itself, with Facebook
members debating the origins of the terms and then discussing the legitimacy of the NAACP and
their use of that particular term in their own organizational title. The board member was using
the term to refer to Black students, but it sparked a debate in the group about the misuse of that
term. It was a moment on the discussion board where participants took a brief break from
discussing financial matters that had generally dominated the discourse in order to have an open
discussion about the usage and implications of using this term.
As Nylund (2006) discussed, by dialoguing about the topic of race and equity matters,
participants are confronting socio-historical constructs of race, allowing them to view them in a
context that is situated within education. The posts about racial dynamics by the group scratched
the surface about racial tensions within PCSD but did not talk about the deeper level of systemic
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racism in which the district operates. Additionally, when teachers were discussing disciplinary
matters, the idea of race surfaced, allowing for a surface discussion about how the aspects of race
play into discipline.
Additionally, participants demonstrated the use of dialogic inquiry, which is a useful
pedagogical method in constructivism (Freire, 2000; May & Sleeter, 2010). This allowed users to
share their lived experiences and enabled the community to co-construct a reality based on the
posed inquiry. See Figure 30.

Figure 30. A member posing a question to the group about the lack of a raise in salary.

Outsider Within
The online space provides a sense of independence and anonymity, allowing users to feel
a part of the group, even if they do not always identify with all aspects of the group or have been
marginalized by members of the larger group (Hill Collins, 1986). While this concept was
originally presented to illuminate the struggles of Black women navigating spaces within higher
education, this can be expanded to individuals within the digital space. This was an aspect that
was discovered during data collection. Members in the group, regardless of identity, were able to
participate with a low-level of risk, but are also able to gain insight into other ideas presented by
the discussion group. This aspect of the digital community helps strengthen voices that might be
silenced in other environments (Jordan-Zachery, 2012).
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Cultural-Historical Activity Theory
The aspects of collective action that were discovered in this research study demonstrated
characteristics and issues that can be linked to events in the past. The lens of CHAT enabled the
questioning of the nature of the discourse from Facebook and to question how this discourse
related to education, teaching, and social issues. When looking at the discourse, an activity
system lens also reveals cultural attributes relative to social media (Anderson & Stillman, 2013).
This section will discuss the incidences of discourse that best represent the idea of activity theory
and how discourse is connected to socio-cultural and historical factors.
Members cited Rosa Parks and the Civil Rights Movement as part of the justification for
inciting a teacher strike in PCSD. See Figure 31. Fighting for workers’ rights is part of the
foundation of post-industrial humanity; there have been many instances in the past where
workers from different groups have collectively fought for change. The foundations of CHAT
arise from humans working collectively toward a goal; therefore the call for a strike and the
subsequent support in the Facebook group demonstrates a connection to the historicity of the
strike.
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Figure 31. A participant citing the Civil Rights Movement as justification for a strike.

Additionally, the Facebook group allows and even promotes the idea of multi-voicedness
(Rambe & Ng’ambi, 2011). Many voices can participate in sharing opinions, narratives, and
ideas about one single topic, or multiple topics and those contributions help inform the
knowledge base (Rambe & Ng’ambi, 2011). The beauty of Facebook is that information sharing
and the increase in cognitive presence and knowledge can happen synchronously. Rambe and
Ng’ambi (2011) also posit that social media can “blend informal with formal knowledge” (p.62).
CHAT also helped to allow for the conceptualization of the intricacy of teachers
interacting with one another as well as how they interact with the technology of social media, the
characteristics that affected discourse, and how the characteristics of discourse affected the
participants (Koszalka & Wu, 2004). The participants in TSS responded not only to initial posts,
but to comments and subsequent replies on posts, demonstrating that they are affected by the
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environment of the community and are additionally able to provide an individual effect as well.
CHAT allowed a connection the participants’ activities within the system of the Facebook
community and the ability to link them to the socio-political environment of Sierra and of PCSD.
Each participant was able to influence and be influenced simply by being a member of TSS.
Using CHAT helps treat “activity as a holistic unit of analysis directed by an individual’s
or group’s of individuals goals and motives for participating in an activity” (Yamagata-Lynch,
2007, p. 454). A community on social media depends on the interactions of users to bring about
robust content that further moves discourse. The following figure demonstrates the analysis of
the discourse and the identification of individual actors within the system; moreover, from this
figure, one can see how all aspects of the activity are affected by one another. See Figure 32.

Figure 32. The application of Activity Theory to the dataset.

The image above captures the essence of the Facebook community. The goal is discourse
and information, therefore all the components of the activity system affect and are affected by
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discourse. Given that the TSS Facebook community has many member connections with the
larger community of PCSD, the actions taken by Facebook members within the community
work, in an intermediary way to disseminate knowledge into PCSD, and vice versa. Situating the
participants of TSS as working towards a goal of discourse also allowed a for a deeper look at
the discourse on personal, interpersonal, and institutional planes (Rogoff, 1995). While the focus
was not on individual participants, the data provided many themes that allowed for one to see
into the personal and interpersonal aspects of online discourse.
Looking at this activity in a cultural-historical context, we can connect the actions taken
in the online space to cultural actions happening before, during, and after this study. As
mentioned in Chapter 4, one of the findings of this study was the issue of school safety. The next
sections will look at the connection of discourse and current events during data collection.
The Fight for Gun Control
As discussed in Chapter 4, one of the main themes that showed up during data collection
was school safety. One post focused on a student who had brought a gun to a school campus,
which caused a debate about gun control. The topic of school safety enabled discourse about
social themes of gun policies, student safety, and student discipline. An idea was presented to the
group that minimized the process of student searches, asserting that the process of being
searched is a “part of life”. Gun control and the proposal to arm teachers became a large part of
these conversations, especially in light of the multiple incidents of school shootings that have
occurred in the last twenty years and, with two incidents occurring during data collection.
Labeled as the “highest type of profile murder in the United States” (Gius, 2018, p. 317) gun
violence in schools has been a pervasive and pertinent topic and remains a fear of students and
educators. Related laws and policies in the United States have increased, and bans on assault
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weapons and accessories have led to a slight decrease in school shootings; although this decrease
cannot be wholly attributed to policy (Anderson & Sabia, 2019; Gius, 2018).
Participants on the discussion boards were very vocal in stating that arming teachers was
not the solution to gun violence in schools. See Figure 33. This sentiment is one that is mirrored
in a number of studies, showing that people, even in fields that are not education, feel that
arming teachers would result in more violence and accidental deaths, rather than the preventing
of school shootings (Experts: Arming teachers not the answer to stopping active shooters, 2014;
Rogers et al., 2018). The United States has been divided on a number of issues in recent years,
especially the 2nd Amendment. Americans hold a viewpoint that is more favorable of the right to
bear arms than of regulating gun control (Cassidy, 2015).

Figure 33. A comment about arming teachers.

The mentality of arming society for protection is present in schools and how we
disciplining students (Experts: Arming teachers not the answer to stopping active shooters,
2014). We have schools that are patrolled by police, their presence creating a militarized
atmosphere (Fowler, 2011). In PCSD, there is a dedicated police force meant to monitor and
control the students. Using a critical multiculturalism lens, this aspect of school discipline is not
reducing the number of incidents of violence in schools; rather, it is producing the horrific results
that we are seeing today: more students of color are being inappropriately and disproportionately
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disciplined. This has been found to be true both on a national scale, and locally as seen in data
from PCSD (Bahena, Cooc, Curie-Rubin, Kuttber, & Ng, 2012; “Data snapshot: School
discipline,” 2014). The topic of gun control is one of the most currently discussed topics. School
safety, along with public safety in general, is of great concern to teachers and to our
communities.
Lack of Agency
A major theme of this study was educator satisfaction, or lack thereof. For the purposes
of this study, agency, as defined in Chapter 1, is the aspect of demonstrating a self-determination
to accomplish a goal (White, 2011). The digitally mediated encounters allowed the users a sense
of freedom to share their experiences (Bublitz, 2012). Participants could easily post, respond,
edit, or even delete their comments, supporting what Johansson (2014) found in his study of
participant experience with news websites. He said, “when writing, positioning can change
according to the nature of the article to which the participants are responding” (Johansson, 2014,
p. 41).
Additionally, the findings of this study support previous research conducted on collective
action. The analyzed data “resists the authoritarian hegemony and seeks appropriate patterns and
platforms to manifest its resistance by echoing existing internal disputes (Wasserman & Gabel,
2019, p. 224). Teachers wanting to fight for better salaries are having to work within the confines
of a system that discourages them from doing so. This can happen in the form of collective
resistance or collective compliance, as the group negotiates a plan of action (GaztambideFernandez et al., 2004; Glenday, 2011; Wasserman & Gabel, 2019)
The actions taking place in the online space are historically linked to actions in the past
(L. Anderson & Stillman, 2013; Koszalka & Wu, 2004). The data collected demonstrates that
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participants have reservations about their work environments, school safety, and their salaries;
these are not new issues. As Adams (2013) states: “Education, like the wider society of which it
is part, mirrors this struggle and universal state provision for education has historically followed
the trajectory of the wider claims for universal suffrage” (p.248). Therefore teachers, navigating
educational spaces, comply to the same set of principles when they collectively gather in the
past, present, and in the future.
Legitimate Peripheral Participation
The data collected in this study demonstrates that the use of Facebook communities
creates a community of practice, where users were able to help and share each other with useful
information and ideas (Fiesler, Morrison, Shapiro, & Bruckman, 2017). Kim and Cavas (2013)
found that participants in a social media community of practice can be categorized into four
groups: audiences, silent participants, contributors, or advisors. The data collected from this
study supports those themes, as many of the participants were active on the discussion boards,
sharing information and opinions, but only about 600 were active, out of the over 9000 members
that belonged to the group.
This idea about peripheral participation also supports research by McAdam (1989),
Fisher (2006), and Shirky (2008), where movements begin with a large group of support behind
them, but often wane in numbers due to issues with sustainability. Communities on Facebook
open up new opportunities for participation, even if that participation is passive.
Answering the Research Questions
This cross analysis is meant to demonstrate the relative relationship between the research
questions, the data, and the theoretical foundations of the study.
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•

Research Question #1: What forms of social and governmental discourses are Sierra
educators enacting in online forums on social media?

•

Research Question #2: What modes are teachers utilizing to move social and
governmental discourses into the classroom?
The data provided in Chapter 4 provides connections to existing research about collective

action and computer mediated communication but will be expanded further in this chapter. The
data additionally fills a gap in the research about educator dissatisfaction and using the Internet
to find an educator community.
Research Question #1
The Internet has changed how we express resistance to compliance with social issues and
laws (Fisher, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2006; John, 2013; Shirky, 2008). The results of this study
confirm this statement. Members of both Facebook groups were able to give opinions, share
ideas, and create a sense of community by participating in discourse. They were also able to
obtain information about the educator rally, about PCSD board meetings, and about collective
responses (e.g. Wear Red for Ed) by being a part of the groups. The speed with which the
members obtained this information helps sustain the actions taken by members of the group and
helps perpetuate messages. The use of technology to bring about a criticality with regard to
multiculturalism is not novel in concept, and by studying the use of this technology, connections
were made between the social and the political. Freire used a slideshow projector to show images
of communities to his students in the Culture Circles in order to bring about critical discourse
about ideological and institutional forces (May & Sleeter, 2010). Teachers today are still using
these tactics in order to reach students and the community. The following sections will look at
the aspects of resistance and compliance in relation to the data and literature.
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Resistance. The activism demonstrated in the communities were in response to policies
within PCSD and with the state of Sierra. Governmental resistance was evident with the
discussed possible teacher strike, as these employees would be in direct violation of state law.
Members discussed sticking to the time confines of the contract and not working any extra duties
requested of them. See Figure 34. Some members pushed back against that idea, citing that
students would be greatly affected by that form of resistance. The call for change by many of the
members also demonstrates another level of resistance. This was a way for teachers to push back
against the system that they normally subscribe to.

Figure 34. A member suggesting that teachers within PCSD work within the specific confines of
their contract and perform no other duties outside of their contracted time.

Governmental resistance appeared in the form of encouragement to go against policies
and laws that restricted movements of public employees, which demonstrates that participants
were working to engage in non-violent resistance (Chenoweth & Perkoski, 2017; DeMeritt,
2016). See Figures 35 and 36. Many participants were willing to be jailed for their efforts, citing
that if they work together, there would be too many people to place in jail. One participant
supplied the Facebook group with many reminders about the rally. See Figure 37. Employees of
PCSD would be violating Sierra state law by participating in any form of a strike (SRS §
288.260, 1969). This finding supports prior research that showed leaders within school
communities “building coalitions, alliances, and networks to enable them to achieve purposes,
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gather resources, and persuade others (Crow & Weindling, 2010, p. 151).” Many members
posted inflammatory statements in order to make a point about salary stagnation or disciplinary
issues.

Figure 35. A Facebook member encouraging the breaking of laws to enact change, citing
historical figures and their political actions to cause change. The user also used an image of a
stop sign to add emphasis.

Figure 36. A comment from a Facebook member encouraging the group to band together to push
back against current policies.

Figure 37. A Facebook member reminding the group about the rally on April 27, 2019.
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Additionally, the findings support the idea of structures that often silence teacher voice in
the classroom (Burant, 1999). Leading questions were not asked in the interview portion of data
collection, allowing the interviewed educators to be open about their experiences of losing voice
in the classroom, due to policies or environments of the school. These sentiments are echoed in
the works of Burant (1999) and Sannino (2010), who found that when questioned, teachers noted
that there were aspects of school culture that often silence the voice of teachers, either through
the evaluation process or the collective bargaining process.
The findings of online social and governmental resistance were critical and often,
disruptive. The data collected also demonstrates that while resistance can be neatly categorized
in an effort to make sense of it, this study also uncovered an inherent “social struggle for the
creation of an alternative society with a more pluralist ethos” (Wasserman & Gabel, 2019, p.
218).
Compliance. Governmental compliance was evident in the many responses from members
who were not in agreement with the possible strike. Those members clearly stated that any
movement to strike would be in violation of the law and their contracts with PCSD and that they
prioritize maintaining their income due to financial or health reasons and therefore would not be
participating. See Figure 9. This form of compliance to policy and law is not uncommon in
collective action (McAdam, 1989). There are often sacrifices members of a collective action
must make in order to push forward a social agenda. This agenda might also be in direct conflict
with the agenda of an alternate group (McAdam & Paulsen, 1993). Compliance found within the
discourse in the Facebook groups came in the form of agreement to remain in the classroom and
not participate in the strike. Another form of compliance came from the members promoting
support of PCEA. Many pro-PCEA members were accused of bullying non-members into
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joining the association and participating in the strike. One member even went so far as to call
other educators “scabs” for crossing the possible strike picket line. See Figure 38. Therefore,
compliance as a form of agreement with this collective bargaining organization caused strife and
discontent with many members in TSS.

Figure 38. A member sharing the reason they will not be participating in a strike because of the
financial burden it would cause.

Research Question #2
The discourse in both Facebook groups discussed very little about how social and
governmental resistance was appearing in the classroom. Curriculum matters arose, one topic
about DNA, one post about religion, but no other instances about how teachers are bringing
resistance or compliance into their curriculum. However, when the discussion focused on salaries
and contracts, participants chimed in about how not performing their extra duties would affect
students, thus affecting environments in their schools and classrooms.
The interviews with the few participants that were willing to contribute to the study were
the only windows to ask directly how social and governmental resistance or compliance was
taking place in the school setting. Through those interviews, second research question was
answered. The interview participants all voiced that they joined the online educator groups
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looking mostly for support and networking. One participant mentioned that she, and other
colleagues that she had spoken to, noticed that many students within PCSD are underrepresented
and that the “trauma-informed education” is a problem. She stated:

I will not tolerate statements against LGBTQ students, racially motivated
statements-- I mean I will actually stop and address it. And I know some teachers
might ignore it, and I also know that I've had students come up and thank me for
not allowing kids to say things that they may not realize are about those students
because they didn't know they were gay or whatever. And so, it's about providing
a safe environment. So, I will actually bring that in if it occurs in my classroom
naturally. But again, when big things happen nationally, if we can talk about it in
Spanish, we do talk about it in Spanish. I don't think you just ignore things.

The power of even one teacher making these statements is important to note,
because she is looking to effect change, even within the small arena of her own classroom.
The interview with this participant gives context to Baltodano’s (2015) idea that teachers
working to bring social justice themes into their classrooms help bring awareness about
key social issues and tend to teach with more criticality. Maasum, Maarof, and Ali (2014)
articulated this critical connection – that in order for teachers to be agents of change
“teachers need to be multi-culturally aware of differences among students and promote
cultural understanding to enable them to become sensitive to other students from other
cultures and to eventually be able to live harmoniously in a multicultural community
(p.101).” Therefore, the interviews provided evidence that there are teachers within PCSD
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who are working to be agents of change, even though this aspect of discourse was not
evident in the Facebook groups.
Another aspect from the data that must be considered is the idea of participants in
both Facebook groups is that the lack of discourse pertaining to multiculturalism might
suggest a complicity in some of the inequalities previously identified. For those that they
system is benefiting, there is an inherent incentive to not participate in actions that might
encourage change
Technology for Collective Action
Teachers in Sierra took full advantage of the technology that they had at their fingertips.
The data collected in this research study supports the idea that social networks, especially those
facilitated and mediated by technology, are able to be sustained (Welp & Wheatley, 2012). The
proponents for the rally and the possible strike, used the social networking community to help
recruit members, share information, and construct knowledge. As Welp and Wheatley (

2012)

discovered in their Latin American study of Internet usage for making collective action
sustainable in Latin America, the messages that were sent, received, and the action that was
conducted ended up being more impactful than the results of the actions themselves. The fact
that teachers in PCSD are dialoguing about issues of concern to them and are working towards
goals of changing policies and practices, supports those findings and helps create and sustain a
culture of change mediated by social media. In-person networking fails to account for the many
other social ties that might encourage for people joining in on collective action; utilizing
technology for networking exponentially expands this network of people (McAdam & Paulsen,
1993).
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During analysis of this research study, the 2019-2010 school year began. As teachers
reported back to their classrooms PCSD presented a contract to the educators in Southern Sierra
that did not honor the promised pay raises for further education and professional development.
Because of this, teachers organized in person and online to promote their discontent with the new
contract. The discourse on TSS exploded with posts about the unfairness of the situation and how
now was the time for actions.
Technology and Discourse
The following section will detail how discourse mediated through technology enables us
more freedom to communicate. We operate with a different set of rules when we converse with
one another in the online space. Digital culture and digital pragmatics will be presented along
with how those aspects are important to shaping our values and expectations (Deuze, 2006).
Digital Culture
Participating online is a culture in and of itself (Deuze, 2006). The way we navigate
online spaces has produced new vernacular into our daily lives and has changed how we interact
with one another (Deuze, 2006; Johansson, 2014). The data collected during this study supports
those findings from previous studies, but also provides new information on how educators are
interacting with one another online. According to Deuze (2006), the distribution of information
through text, images, and memes represents a new digital culture. The way we interpret these
images has also shifted, as we now have to spread our attention out through multiple modes to
understand the information being presented (Deuze, 2006).
The data collected in this study supports the claim by Dueze (2006) that digital culture is
an evolving concept with its own set of emerging values and expectations. The fact that TSS has
no gatekeepers allows any user with a Facebook account to join and post within the group. The
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members participating in the group. This aspect of digital culture is not typically found in faceto-face discourse, where a random person is unlikely to suddenly join an ongoing conversation
without being invited. The group topics evolved over the course of data collection. The initial
posts collected discussed salaries and some local school issues. The posts eventually changed to
talk about striking and the ways teachers could band together to show force and agency.
The use of technology to mediate digital culture has been show to improve
communication within groups (Buckley-Marudas, 2016). This was demonstrated during data
collection, with participants informed the group of upcoming legislation at the state level and
ways to participate in collective action in their schools. As presented in Chapter 2, “funds of
knowledge” (Burant, 1999, p. 214) are transmitted through social networks, specifically in this
case, through social media. This nuanced networked participation allows users to span great
distances and time to share information (McAdam & Paulsen, 1993; Schaap, 2002; Turkle,
1995). The data collected in this study also supports the work of Shaw (2017), where users are
allowed specific social affordances of anonymity, space, and time through social media and
online social networks.
Digital Pragmatics
Along with having its own set of cultural values and expectations, digital discourse
follows differing patterns of pragmatics than typical face-to-face interactions. Activity theory
allowed focusing on the participants as social actors within online discourse (Bublitz, 2012;
Johansson, 2014). Each social actor contributes to the discourse in their own way, creating and
constructing knowledge while sharing information. The affordances allowed in the online
community were many. Participants can contribute to the discussion using images, videos, and
one-word responses. Readers of the discourse could encode the discourse using contextual clues
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from the surrounding discourse or understand the meaning behind the digital utterances. As was
found from the interviews conducted, participants seek out discourse with other participants in
other Facebook communities as well. They enjoyed being able to hear different perspectives on
issues, but also enjoyed discourse with like-minded individuals.
Online discourse gives participants freedom to make decisions about how they wanted to
interact with the main post, or with the subsequent comments of the post. They were able to
monitor the post as users began to populate it with comments, they could scroll by to interact
with another post, they could contribute to the post by commenting on it, and they could decide
which information was important (Johansson, 2014). The way in which participants engaged in
digital discourse demonstrates how technology provides affordances (Meredith, 2017). This
information is useful to show that communication can be further sustained in the digital space,
allowing educators to continue important conversations regarding education outside of the school
building.
Suggestions for Further Research
Further research is needed to study other areas of the country engaged in online teacher
discourse to determine the issues that are important to those subsets of teachers. The issues
facing teachers in the southwestern United States, while they may not be unique in scope and
may echo the frustrations and themes from other areas of the country, impact the students in this
region. Other areas of the country may be experiencing different issues that may be displayed in
online discourse. This study could have benefitted from more interviews with teachers in the
southwestern region of the country, but due to the nature of research on social media, this lowindividual participation was not unexpected (Johnson et al., 2018). The discourse of teachers
about the issues that are important to them need to be taken seriously. Teachers are worried, and
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eve scared. They are worried about making enough money to feed their families. They are
worried about the safety of their students. They are worried for their own safety when in the
classroom. They are worried about the schools they work in and the safety of their jobs. They are
worried about making a difference. Teachers are talking; we need to listen. They are talking in
the halls, in the teacher’s lounge, in the lunchroom, in the mandatory professional development
meetings, in the staff meetings, and – importantly – online. They are gathering online because it
is one of the few spaces where they feel they have a voice (Burant, 1999; Cumberbatch &
Trujillo-Pagán, 2016; Shirky, 2008; Welp & Wheatley, 2012). Therefore, it is time to listen to
our teachers and stop taking orders from people who have power but have minimal experience
with educational issues. Yes, I’m talking about you, Betsy DeVos.
Implications
This study provided a direct view into one discursive world of teachers. Several
implications arise based on the results of this research. Leaders within the school district,
legislators in the state of Sierra, teacher educator programs, and the platform of Facebook could
benefit from the results of this study.
The school district of PCSD should take note of the sentiments of teachers. Given that
TSS is open to the public, with no gatekeepers, it would be easy for administrators from PCSD
or school board members to learn about the struggles of teachers, or even participate in the
discourse. The discourse that took place on the boards is similar to that of the teachers’ lounge,
where Keller (1999) looked at the interactions of teachers in spaces away from the classroom
Keller (1999) found that teachers participated in caring speech and toxic speech, which was also
found from the results of this study. Teachers are looking for safe places to have these
discussions; therefore, schools should foster discursive practices and allow the teachers to voice
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their concerns in more places than the teachers’ lounge and in online forums. Administrators and
school board members could access TSS to better learn about what topics are most concerning
for their employees. There was discourse that also discussed support staff, with many
participants expressing that all employees of PCSD need to be compensated for their education
and experience, not just the licensed personnel.
Legislators should also take note about how teachers are utilizing Facebook communities
to discuss current issues in schools. By being knowledgeable about the topics important to
teachers, there could be more open dialogue initiated by legislators that could help mitigate the
need for marches on state capitals in an effort to call attention to the needs of teachers. It could
also set a precedent that teacher voices should be heard before issues morph from discourse to
teachers walking out of their jobs.
Teacher educator programs can also benefit from the findings of this study. As McDonald
(2005) suggests in her research, if we begin the tough discussions in teacher preparation
programs about social justice, we can begin the real work in the classroom of making change
rather than simply discussing change. It would also allow teachers to be exposed to the ways
social conversations can be multifaceted, allowing for deeper discussions in the school building
and more collaborative discourse to take place in online social spaces (Fisher, 2006; McAdam &
Paulsen, 1993; McDonald, 2005; Shirky, 2008).
The platform of Facebook provides people and groups to connect through many
modalities, but it contains negative aspects as well. TSS had no gatekeepers or community
administrators, therefore anyone could post to the group, antagonize members, share hate speech,
and there was no recourse for that member. Teachers wanting a safer space to speak about the
sociopolitical landscape of their district can seek more private communities, such as REG.
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During data collection, many members voiced their concerns about TSS being so visible in the
public sphere of social media. Some were so concerned that several members choose to form a
new group, splintering off the main open group to start their own private educator discussion
group. The formation of the new group gave participants a choice to share their discourse in both
public and private spaces. A recommendation for Facebook would be to monitor groups without
gatekeepers to ensure that members are not violating Facebook policies and creating hostile
online spaces. A recommendation for educators participating in these groups would be to be
knowledgeable about the audience and to not remain in social media spaces that cause constant
discomfort.
This study effectively highlighted the voices of educators participating in social media in
southern Sierra. The data collected from this study over a period of three months offer a
barometer of how teachers are feeling as employees of the state of Sierra and reflect many of the
sentiments of teachers across the United States. Educators should continue to use these networks
to collaborate and improve relations between employees and state structures, but also to be more
effective educators for students.
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
This study focused on the digital interactions of teachers in online social media
communities. Due to this fact, the conversational aspects of communication take on different
forms.
The interviews that took place via Skype, while providing a more humanistic aspect to
the study and moving it away from the technological scope of text on a screen, proved to also
have its unique set of limitations. One the occasions that Skype was used, there were technical
difficulties on both my side of the screen and with the technology of the participants. We had
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both audio and video issues, which interrupted the conversations multiple times. The screen
allowed the participants’ faces and expressions to show, which the online forum did not permit,
However, it was limited in that only aspects within the frame of the video were visible and while
specific hand gestures or other forms of physicality that punctuate and accentuate normal faceto-face conversations were absent (Cater, 2011). Two participants did not want to be visible on
video, but still wanted to participate in the study; therefore, they chose to answer the online
questionnaire via Qualtrics. The information obtained through the questionnaire was valuable,
because participants answered direct questions in detail, but it contrasted with the general
discourse found in both groups.
Delimitations for this study included the choices of which posts from which to collect
data in the TSS forum. With the group being completely open to the public, anyone with a
Facebook account was allowed to be a member. Therefore, there was no policing of the content
that members posted. Included in the data were posts about issues facing PCSD, teaching,
standardized testing, school safety, and policies. Excluded posts contained members promoting
small businesses, inquiring about local healthcare options, or posts that did not essentially
revolve around the research questions for this study. Due to the design of this study and the
utilized framework for analysis, excluding those posts helped limit the large amount of data that
was collected.
Complications with the Research Study
This study presented its own set of unique challenges. The participant pool from the
private group was very small, considering there are over two-thousand members in REG.
Similarly, the participant data from TSS, while thick with interesting and robust topics, showed
that even with a group consisting of over 9000 members, only a few hundred are purposely
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making themselves heard. The data would have benefited from more interviews with online
participants. It was a complicated matter to recruit the initial interviewees, and, while members
of the groups attempted to recruit more interview participants, the other members were simply
not open to being a part of this particular research study.
The Researcher
My identity as a group member in both groups studied also provides a level of limitation.
My belonging to these groups might be considered to create a bias in the collection and analysis
of the data (Creswell & Poth, 2007). My initial goal in joining these groups back in 2012 was to
connect with other teachers regarding social justice concerns. This study sought to understand
the dynamics of these two groups based on that theme. To mediate the potential for bias, the
study design is aligned with the theoretical framework. I also did not participate in any group
discourse for the duration of the study, to ensure that my role as the researcher did not
compromise or influence the participants or the discourse. To mitigate for researcher and
confirmation bias, the results were reviewed by two interview participants. They confirmed that
the data told a specific story, the story articulated here, and was not influenced by my stance of
advocacy. These engaged practices in trustworthiness ensure that bias was taken into account and
there was an effort toward minimizing its effect on the study. Due to the qualitative nature of the
study and the dynamics of culture as a whole, bias cannot be completely eliminated, but steps
were made to ensure that aspects of bias were minimal at best.
Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the collected data, including the dynamics of how the data was
able to provide answers to the posed research questions of the study. Aspects of Critical
Multiculturalism were found within parts of the discourse, but it was discovered that teachers in
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Sierra are generally dissatisfied with the status quo of their salaries and collective bargaining
units. They are actively and heatedly discussing issues of salary and striking, and they are
utilizing the tools provided by social media to mediate those interactions. Additionally, this
chapter offered suggestions for further research and identified the possible implications for
PCSD, the state of education in Sierra, and digital activism.
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Appendix A
Announcement for Renegade Educator Group
Hello Renegades! I have been a member of this group for many years and it has been
incredibly helpful having people with which to collaborate, ask questions, and find community. I
am now conducting a research study and am looking for participants from this group to help me
get a better idea of how teachers in Nevada are using social media. The title of my study is
CHATting Online: Sierra Educator Discourse on Social Media. The primary investigator is Dr.
Christine Clark [removed for privacy]. I will be conducting all of the data collection, including
collecting content posted in this forum from participants, interviews, and questionnaire
responses. I can be contacted at [removed for privace] or via Facebook Messenger. There is no
compensation for participating in this study, other than the satisfaction of helping a fellow
teacher and scholar. The study is sanctioned through [my university]. This is an actual research
study. The procedures include collecting and analyzing text posted in this forum. If you No
names or identifying information will be included. If you are interested in participating, please
complete this survey [removed for privacy] you will be walked through the consenting process.
You may participate in any and all portions of the study: the content of posting and responding in
this group and/or a video interview with 20 questions or a questionnaire that you would take via
Qualtrics. For the content collection, any text/data that you contribute to this forum after
completing the consenting process will be considered part of the data set. Data collection will
begin March 8 and will end on May 31, 2019. No data will be collected after that point. Anyone
in this forum that has not completed the consent through Qualtrics will not be included in the
data. Again, no personal or identifying information will be used. My goal is privacy, as this is a
private group. I’m merely looking for what teachers are discussing and how we are building
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community from these discussions. There is no time commitment needed from participants, just
participate in the group as you normally do, from any devices that you normally would use. You
may contact me via Facebook or email [removed for privacy] with any questions or concerns at
any point during this process.

Thank you all for your help with this. I really appreciate it.
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Appendix B
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol

Questions are meant as guides in the thought-construction process. Certain questions
have the potential to go unused.
1. How many years have you taught in Sierra?
2. How long have you been a part of this group?
3. Are you a member of any other educator groups on Facebook?
4. What was your motivation for joining those groups?
5. How long have you been involved in education and in what capacities have you been
involved?
6. What benefits do you get from being a part of the online group?
7. What disadvantages are there from being part of the online group?
8. Have you posted an initial topic?
a. What, if any, was the response to that topic?
9. Have you posted a response to someone else’s initial topic?
a. Why or why not?
10. What topics do you feel inclined to respond to and why?
11. Do you feel discussing certain topics are off limits? If so, which ones and why? If not,
why not?
12. Has the online group changed in any way since you’ve been a part of it?
a. If so, how?
13. Would you like to see the online group change? If so, why and in what ways? If not, why
not?
14. What is the most common misconception about education? teachers?
a. What do you think drives this misconception?
b. How might this misconception be challenged?
15. When I say ‘Social Justice’ what does that mean to you?
a. Do you engage social justice issues in the online group? If so, on what topics?
What has been the nature of the engagement (heated, civil, etc.)? If not, why not?
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b. Do you address social justice issues in your school/classroom? If so, on what
topics? What has been the nature of the engagement (class discussion, project,
etc.)? If not, why not?
16. Have you recruited other teachers to be a part of the group?
a. If so, how did you recruit them? If not, why not?
b. Would you consider this recruitment a form of social action? Why or why not?
c. Did you know them previously? In ‘real life’ or just online?
17. Have you made any personal (one-to-one) connections as a result of your interactions
with group members?
a. If so, would you be willing to describe these connections further (e.g., did they
lead to one-to-one online communication, face-to-face communication, etc.)? If
not, why haven’t you?
18. When I say ‘Social Action’ what does that mean to you?
a. Are you involved in collective action (marches, creating posters for rallies,
attending rallies) of any sort? If so, what kind (online, face-to-face, on a specific
topic, etc.)?
19. Is there anything else that you would like to share?
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Appendix C
Semi-Structured Questionnaire
Questions are meant as guides in the thought-construction process. Please type your responses to
these questions to the best of your ability. You may skip questions that you do not wish to
answer.
1. How many years have you taught in Sierra?
2. How long have you been a part of this group?
3. Are you a member of any other educator groups on Facebook?
4. What was your motivation for joining those groups?
5. How long have you been involved in education and in what capacities have you been
involved?
6. What benefits do you get from being a part of the online group?
7. What disadvantages are there from being part of the online group?
8. Have you posted an initial topic?
a. What, if any, was the response to that topic?
9. Have you posted a response to someone else’s initial topic?
a. Why or why not?
10. What topics do you feel inclined to respond to and why?
11. Do you feel discussing certain topics are off limits? If so, which ones and why? If not,
why not?
12. Has the online group changed in any way since you’ve been a part of it?
a. If so, how?
13. Would you like to see the online group change? If so, why and in what ways? If not, why
not?
14. What is the most common misconception about education? teachers?
a. What do you think drives this misconception?
b. How might this misconception be challenged?
15. What does “social justice” look like to you?
a. Do you engage social justice issues in the online group? If so, on what topics?
What has been the nature of the engagement (heated, civil, etc.)? If not, why not?
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b. Do you address social justice issues in your school/classroom? If so, on what
topics? What has been the nature of the engagement (class discussion, project,
etc.)? If not, why not?
16. Have you recruited other teachers to be a part of the group?
a. If so, how did you recruit them? If not, why not?
b. Would you consider this recruitment a form of social action? Why or why not?
c. Did you know them previously? In ‘real life’ or just online?
17. Have you made any personal (one-to-one) connections as a result of your interactions
with group members?
a. If so, would you be willing to describe these connections further (e.g., did they
lead to one-to-one online communication, face-to-face communication, etc.)? If
not, why haven’t you?
18. What does Social Action’ mean to you?
a. Are you involved in collective action (marches, creating posters for rallies,
attending rallies) of any sort? If so, what kind (online, face-to-face, on a specific
topic, etc.)?
19. Is there anything else that you would like to share?
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